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Abstract. We obtain a functional central limit theorem (CLT) for sums of the
form ξN (t) =
1√
N
∑[Nt]
n=1
(
F (X(q1(n)), ...,X(qℓ(n))) − F¯
)
, where X(n), n ≥ 0
is a sufficiently fast mixing vector process with some moment conditions and
stationarity properties, F is a continuous function with polynomial growth and
certain regularity properties, F¯ is a certain centralizing constant and qi, i ≥ 1
are arbitrary polynomials taking on positive integer values on positive integers,
i.e. polynomials satisfying qi(N) ⊂ N, where N is the set of natural numbers.
For polynomial qj ’s this CLT generalizes [9] which allows only linear qj ’s to
have the same polynomial degree. We also prove that D2 = limN→∞ Eξ2N (1)
exists and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for its positivity, which
is equivalent to the statement that the weak limit of ξN is not zero almost
surely. Finally, we study independence properties of the increments of the
limiting process. Our proofs require studying asymptotic densities of special
subsets of N, which is done in a separate section. As in [9], our results hold true
when Xi(n) = T
nfi, where T is a mixing subshift of finite type, a hyperbolic
diffeomorphism or an expanding transformation taken with a Gibbs invariant
measure, as well as in the case when Xi(n) = fi(Υn), where Υn is a Markov
chain satisfying the Doeblin condition considered as a stationary process with
respect to its invariant measure.
1. Introduction
Ergodic theorems for nonconventional averages
1
N
N∑
n=1
T q1(n)f1 · · ·T qℓ(n)fℓ
has become a well established field of research. Here T is a measure preserving
transformation, fi’s are bounded measurable functions and qi’s are polynomials
taking on positive integer values on the positive integers, i.e. satisfying qi(N) ⊂ N
for any i = 1, 2, ..., ℓ, where N is the set of natural numbers. The term ”nonconven-
tional” comes from [4] and general polynomial qi’s in this setup were first considered
in [1]. Taking fi’s to be indicators of measurable sets we obtain asymptotic results
on numbers of multiple recurrences which was the original motivation for this study.
The probabilistic counterpart of ergodic theorems is the law of large numbers, and
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from this point of view it is natural to try to obtain other probabilistic limit theo-
rems for corresponding nonconventional expressions. This line of research started
by [8] and continued in a series of paper.
In particular, a functional central limit theorem (CLT) was obtained in [9] for
expressions of the form
(1.1) ξN (t) =
1√
N
[Nt]∑
n=1
(
F (X(q1(n)), ..., X(qℓ(n))) − F¯
)
where {X(n), n ≥ 0} is a sufficiently fast mixing vector valued process with some
stationarity properties and moment conditions, F is a continuous function with
polynomial growth and certain regularity properties, F¯ =
∫
Fd(µ × · · · × µ), µ
is the common distribution of X(n) and qi(n) = in for 1 ≤ i ≤ k ≤ ℓ, while
when ℓ ≥ i > k they are positive functions taking on integer values on integers and
satisfying certain growth conditions. In the case when qi’s are all polynomials those
growth conditions require that deg qi+1 > deg qi whenever ℓ > i ≥ k. For instance,
the proof from [9] does not work for sums of the form
1√
N
∑[Nt]
n=1
(
F (X(n), X(n2), X(n2 + n))− F¯ )(1.2)
and similar ones.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to the case of polynomial qi’s but eliminate
completely the above degree growth conditions considering arbitrary (nonconstant)
polynomials taking on positive integer values on the set N of positive integers and
which are ordered so that q1(n) < q2(n) < ... < qℓ(n) for sufficiently large n. In
particular, deg qi+1 ≥ deg qi where equality is allowed and some of the differences
qi+1(n)− qi(n) may be (positive) constants, while others converge to∞ as n→∞.
We also recall that the Cramer rule for linear equations qi(N) ⊂ N, i = 1, ..., ℓ
implies that these polynomials must have rational coefficients. The main goal of
this paper is to derive a functional CLT for nonconventional expressions of the form
(1.1), where qi, i = 1, ..., ℓ are general polynomials described above, F¯ is the same
as in (1.1) if qi+1(n)− qi(n)→∞ as n→∞ for all i = 1, ..., ℓ− 1, while when some
of these differences are constants then F¯ has a different form described in the next
section. As part of our proof we show that D2 = limN→∞ Eξ2N (1) exists.
We observe that [9] allows more general than polynomial nonlinear indexes qi(n)
for i > k only because the growth conditions on these indexes there imply that the
corresponding limiting covariances are zero, which requires only some estimates.
Here we are in the situation where we have to ensure existence of limiting covari-
ances which are not zero, in general, which requires precise knowledge of the alge-
braic form of indexes. In short, ensuring zero limits one needs only some estimates,
while nonzero limits require more precise knowledge of the indexes q1(n), ..., qℓ(n)
under consideration, which leads us to certain number theory questions concerning
polynomials that are resolved in Section 4.
After resolving the limiting covariances question, we adapt to our situation the
martingale approximation technique developed in [9], and deduce the appropriate
CLT. The special difficulty arises from the possibility of stretches ofm > 1 nonlinear
polynomials qi(n), ..., qi+m−1(n) of equal degree, which was not allowed in [9], and
we overcome this difficulty relying on the number theory results from Section 4.
As soon as a CLT is proved, it is natural to obtain conditions for positivity of
the limiting variance D2, since D2 = 0 only means that ξN (1) converges to 0 in the
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L2 sense which is less interesting than a “true” CLT in which D2 > 0. Moreover,
when D2 > 0 it becomes meaningful to establish convergence rates in the CLT
(i.e. Berry-Esseen type estimates) and to prove a central local limit theorem. This
positivity question was not addressed in [9]. In [5] we resolved this question in the
setup of [9], and here we resolve it in the polynomial setup of this paper. Some
of our conditions are new even in the setup of [9], where the positivity question is
nontrivial only when k = ℓ, which is a particular case of our setup here.
Relying on the algebraic structure of the family of polynomials {q1, ..., qℓ} we
study finer properties of the weak limit η of ξN as N → ∞. The process η turns
out to be Gaussian but as a counterexample from [9] shows it may have dependent
increments. Still, under some algebraic conditions, we show that the increments
of η are independent on a broad family of time intervals. Moreover, under certain
conditions η turns out to be a process with stationary and independent increments.
As in [9] our results hold true when, for instance, X(n) = T nf where f =
(f1, ..., fd), T is a mixing subshift of finite type, a hyperbolic diffeomorphism or
an expanding transformation taken with a Gibbs invariant measure, as well as
in the case when X(n) = f(Υn), f = (f1, ..., fd) where Υn is a Markov chain
satisfying the Doeblin condition considered as a stationary process with respect
to its invariant measure. In the dynamical systems case each fi should be either
Ho¨lder continuous or piecewise constant on elements of Markov partitions. As
an application we can consider F (x1, ..., xℓ) = x
(1)
1 · · ·x(ℓ)ℓ , xj = (x(1)j , ..., x(ℓ)j ),
X(n) = (X1(n)), ..., Xℓ(n)), Xj(n) = IAj (T
nx) in the dynamical systems case and
Xj(n) = IAj (Υn) in the Markov chain case where IA is the indicator of a set A. Let
N(n) be the number of l’s between 0 and n for which T qj(l)x ∈ Aj for j = 0, 1, ..., ℓ
(or Υqj(l) ∈ Aj in the Markov chains case), where we set q0 = 0, namely the number
of ℓ−tuples of return times to Aj ’s (either by T qj(l) or by Υqj(l)). Then our result
yields a functional central limit theorem for the number N([tn]). For some other
applications of nonconventional limit theorems we refer the reader to [9].
2. Preliminaries and main results
Our setup consists of a ℘-dimensional stochastic process {X(n), n ≥ 0} on a
probability space (Ω,F , P ) and a nested family of σ − algebras Fk,l, −∞ ≤ k ≤
l ≤ ∞ such that Fk,l ⊂ Fk′,l′ if k′ ≤ k and l′ ≥ l. We measure the dependence
between two sub σ − algebras G,H ⊂ F via the quantities
(2.1) ̟q,p(G,H) = sup{‖E[g|G]− E[g]‖p : g ∈ Lq(Ω,H, P ) and ‖g‖q ≤ 1}.
Then more familiar mixing (dependence) coefficients can be expressed via the for-
mulas (see [2], Ch. 4),
α(G,H) = 14̟∞,1(G,H), ρ(G,H) = ̟2,2(G,H),
φ(G,H) = 12̟∞,∞(G,H) and ψ(G,H) = ̟1,∞(G,H).
We also set
(2.2) ̟q,p(n) = sup
k≥0
̟q,p(F−∞,k,Fk+n,∞)
and accordingly
α(n) =
1
4
̟∞,1(n), ρ(n) = ̟2,2(n), φ(n) =
1
2
̟∞,∞(n), ψ(n) = ̟1,∞(n).
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See [2] and Section 2 of [9] for additional clarification and relations between the
quantities from (2.2).
In order to ensure some applications, in particular, to dynamical systems we
do not assume that X(n) is measurable with respect to Fn,n but instead impose
conditions on the approximation rate
(2.3) βq(r) = sup
k≥0
‖X(k)− E(X(k)|Fk−r,k+r)‖q.
Next, let F = F (x1, ..., xℓ), xj ∈ R℘ be a function on (R℘)ℓ such that for some
K, ι > 0, κ ∈ (0, 1] and all xi, zi ∈ R℘, i = 1, ..., ℓ, we have
(2.4) |F (x) − F (z)| ≤ K[1 +
ℓ∑
i=1
(|xi|ι + |zi|ι)]
ℓ∑
i=1
|xj − zj |κ
and
(2.5) |F (x)| ≤ K[1 +
ℓ∑
i=1
|xi|ι]
where x = (x1, ..., xℓ) and z = (z1, ..., zℓ).
Let the nonconstant polynomials qi, i = 1, ..., ℓ satisfy qi(N) ⊂ N and for suffi-
ciently large n,
q1(n) < q2(n) < ... < qℓ(n).
Then for any i = 1, ..., ℓ,
lim
n→∞
(qi(n+ 1)− qi(n)) > 0, lim
n→∞
qi(n) =∞
while for any i = 1, ..., ℓ− 1,
(2.6) deg qi+1 ≥ deg qi and lim
n→∞
(qi+1(n)− qi(n)) > 0
which means that these differences are either positive constants or tend to ∞ as
n→∞. We remark that limn→∞ qi(n) =∞ implies that qi’s have positive leading
coefficients. Employing Cramer’s rule for solutions of systems of linear equations
we conclude easily from qi(N) ⊂ N that these polynomials have rational coefficients.
Let 0 < r1 < r2 < ... < rℓˆ−1 < ℓ be all indexes such that for i = rj , j = 1, ..., ℓˆ− 1
the limits in (2.6) equal ∞ and set r0 = 0 and rℓˆ = ℓ. Then qi − qrs+1 = ki ∈ N is
constant for any 0 ≤ s ≤ ℓˆ− 1 and rs < i ≤ rs+1. Let
(2.7) Dˆ = {qi − qrs+1 : 0 ≤ s ≤ ℓˆ− 1 and rs < i ≤ rs+1}
be the set of the above constant differences and set ℘ˆ = |Dˆ|℘, where |Γ| denotes
the cardinality of a finite set Γ.
We do not require stationarity of the process {X(n), n > 0}, assuming only
that the distribution of X(n) does not depend on n and the joint distribution of(
X(n1), X(n2), ..., X(n2|Dˆ|)
)
depends only on ni − ni−1, i = 2, 3, ..., 2|Dˆ| which we
write for further reference by
(2.8) X(n) ∼ µ and
(
X(n1), X(n2), ..., X(nk)
)
∼ µn2−n1,n3−n2,...,nk−nk−1
where k ≤ 2|Dˆ| and Y ∼ µ means that Y has µ for its distribution. Let νi
be the distribution of (X(0), X(qri−1+2 − qri−1+1), ..., X(qri − qri−1+1)), i.e. νi =
µqri−1+2−qri−1+1,...,qri−qri−1+1 . If all differences qi+1(n) − qi(n) tend to ∞ as n →
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∞ then ri = i, νi = µ, |Dˆ| = 1 and the second condition in (2.8) reduces to
(X(n1), X(n2)) ∼ µn2−n1 , which was assumed in [9].
For each θ > 0, set
(2.9) γθθ = ‖X(n)‖θθ =
∫
|x|θdµ.
Our results rely on the following assumption.
2.1. Assumption. With d = (ℓˆ − 1)℘ˆ there exist ∞ > p, q ≥ 1, and δ,m > 0 with
δ < κ− dp satisfying
θ(q, p) =
∞∑
n=0
̟q,p(n) <∞(2.10)
Λ(q, δ) =
∞∑
r=0
(
βq(r)
)δ
<∞(2.11)
γm <∞, γ2qι <∞ with 1
2
≥ 1
p
+
ι+ 2
m
+
δ
q
.(2.12)
To simplify formulas we assume the centering condition
(2.13) F¯ =
∫
F (y1, ..., yℓˆ)dν1(y1) · · · dνℓˆ(yℓˆ) = 0
where yi = (xri−1+1, xri−1+2, ...., xri), i = 1, ..., ℓˆ. Condition (2.13) is not really a
restriction since we can always replace F with F − F¯ . It follows from Lemma 4.3 in
[9] that F¯ is the limit of the expectations EF
(
X(q1(n)), ..., X(qℓ(n))
)
as n → ∞.
Notice that if all differences qi+1(n)− qi(n) tend to ∞ as n→∞, then as in [9],
F¯ =
∫
F (x1, ..., xℓ)dµ(x1) · · ·µ(xℓ).(2.14)
Our first goal is to prove a functional central limit theorem for
(2.15) ξN (t) =
1√
N
[Nt]∑
n=1
F
(
X(q1(n)), ..., X(qℓ(n))
)
with the function F and the polynomials qi, i = 1, ..., ℓ described above.
It will be convenient to represent the function F = F (x1, ..., xℓ) = F (y1, ..., yℓˆ)
in the form
(2.16) F = F1(y1) + ...+ Fℓˆ(y1, ..., yℓˆ)
where for i < ℓˆ,
Fi(y1, ..., yi) =
∫
F (y1, ..., yi, wi+1, ..., wℓˆ)dνi+1(wi+1) · · · dνℓˆ(wℓˆ)(2.17)
−
∫
F (y1, ..., yi−1, wi, ..., wℓˆ)dνi(wi) · · · dνℓˆ(wℓˆ)
and
(2.18) Fℓˆ(y1, ..., yℓˆ) = F (y1, ..., yℓˆ)−
∫
F (y1, ..., yℓˆ−1, wℓˆ)dνℓˆ(wℓˆ)
which ensures that
(2.19)
∫
Fi(y1, ..., yi−1, wi)dνi(wi) = 0 ∀y1, ..., yi−1.
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Next, let 0 = i0 < i1 < ... < iv = ℓ and m1 < m2 < ... < mv be such that
deg qi = mk whenever ik−1 < i ≤ ik. Then {ik}vk=0 ⊂ {rk}ℓˆk=0 and we can write
(2.20) qi(x) =
mk∑
s=0
a(i)s x
s if ik−1 < i ≤ ik.
For any ik−1 < i, j ≤ ik set ci,j =
(a(j)mk
a
(i)
mk
) 1
mk > 0 which can be written also as
ci,j = limx→∞
q−1i (qj(x))
x . Observe that for any 1 ≤ s ≤ ℓˆ there exists a unique k
such that ik−1 ≤ rs−1 < rs ≤ ik and set
(2.21) ξs,N (t) =
1√
N
[Ntcrs,ik−1+1]∑
n=1
Fs
(
X(q1(n)), ..., X(qrs(n))
)
.
The following definition is important. We say that two polynomials q and p are
equivalent and write q ≡ p if there exist a, b, c ∈ Q satisfying q(y) = p(ay + b) + c
for any y ∈ R. This is clearly an equivalence relation, and we denote by A the set
of all equivalence classes. It is clear that q ≡ p implies deg q = deg p, and for any
A ∈ A let dA be the mutual degree of the members of A. We note that the class L1
of linear polynomials with rational coefficients contains all the linear polynomials
among q1, ..., qℓ.
Next, by (2.16) we can write
(2.22) ξN (t) =
v∑
k=1
ξ
(k)
N (t) =
∑
A∈A
ξ
(A)
N (t)
where ξ
(k)
N (t) =
∑
s: ik−1<rs≤ik ξs,N (cik−1+1,rst) and ξ
(A)
N (t) =∑
s:qrs∈A ξs,N (ciA,rst), where iA = ikA−1 + 1 and kA is such deg qj = mk
for any qj ∈ A. We note that ξ(1)N (t) = ξ(L1)N (t) when q1 is linear.
2.1. Central limit theorem. Our main result is the following theorem.
2.2. Theorem. (i) Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Then the
ℓˆ−dimensional process {ξi,N (t)}ℓˆi=1 converges in distribution as N → ∞ to a cen-
tered ℓˆ-dimensional Gaussian process {ηi(t)}ℓˆi=1 with stationary independent incre-
ments and covariances having the form
(2.23) E
(
ηi(s)ηj(t)
)
= min(s, t)Di,j = lim
N→∞
E
(
ξi,N (s)ξj,N (t)
)
.
For any i and j such that deg qri = deg qrj the limit Di,j is given by Propositions
5.2 and 5.3.
(ii) For any A ∈ A set ηA = {ηi : qri ∈ A}. Let A,B ∈ A be two distinct
equivalence classes. Then Di,j = 0 if qri ∈ A and qrj ∈ B, making the vector
valued processes ηA and ηB independent. In particular Di,j = 0 if deg qri 6= deg qrj
and the vector valued processes {ηi : deg qri = d} are independent for different d’s.
Moreover, suppose that deg qri > 1. Then the variance of ηi(t) is given by tDi,i,
where
Di,i = cri,ik−1+1
∫
F 2i (y1, ..., yi)dν1(y1)dν2(y2) · · · dνi(yi).(2.24)
Here 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓˆ is the unique integer satisfying ik−1 < ri ≤ ik, which means that
deg qri = mk.
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(iii) Finally, the distribution of the process ξN (·) converges to a Gaussian process
η(·) which can be represented in the form
(2.25) η(t) =
v∑
k=1
∑
s: ikA−1<rs≤ik
ηs(cik−1+1,rst) =
∑
A∈A
∑
s:qrs∈A
ηs(ciA,rst)
where iA = ikA−1 + 1 and k = kA is such that deg qi = mk for any qi ∈ A. The
process η(·) may not have independent increments if there exist s 6= s′ such that
qrs ≡ qrs′ . Moreover, var(η(t)) = tD2 where
(2.26) D2 = lim
N→∞
Eξ2N (1) =
∑
A∈A
D2A
and
(2.27) D2A = lim
N→∞
E
(
ξ
(A)
N (1)
)2
=
∑
s:qrs∈A
ciA,riDi,i + 2
∑
i<j:qri ,qrj∈A
ciA,riDi,j.
The strategy of the proof of Theorem 2.2 is based on martingale approximations
of each process {ξi,N (t) : ik−1 < i ≤ ik}, k = 1, ..., v, which are constructed after
computation of the asymptotic covariances appearing in (2.23). These pose addi-
tional difficulties here in comparison to the linear situation qi(n) = in considered
in [9], since we allow now polynomials qj , qj+1 with the same bigger than 1 degree
which was prohibited in [9] and restricted generality there. Moreover, we allow here
polynomials qj , qj+1 which differ only by a constant so that in this case X(qj(n))
and X(qj+1(n)) are not weakly dependent even for large n which was crucial for the
proof in [9]. Nevertheless, in Section 3 we make a reduction to the case where the
latter situation is eliminated and qj+1(n)−qj(n) tends to∞ as n→∞ for all j. The
study of covariances EFi
(
X(q1(n)), ..., X(qi(n))
)
Fj
(
X(q1(m)), ..., X(qj(m))
)
when
degqi =degqj and the described above martingale approximations construction lead
to certain number theory questions which were considered in [9] only in the case
deg qi = deg qj = 1. Here we have to deal with them also for degrees higher than 1
which leads to some (number theory) questions concerning polynomials which we
resolve in Section 4.
2.2. Positivity of D2. A crucial problem in any CLT is to specify when the limit-
ing Gaussian distribution is nondegenerate, i.e. it has a positive variance D2, which
by (2.26) is equivalent to existence of A ∈ A such that D2A > 0. For any A ∈ A let
m = m(A) be the minimal natural number such that one can write
A ∩ {qr1 , ..., qrℓˆ} =
⋃m
l=1Am,l(2.28)
where for any l and q, p ∈ Am,l there exist z, k ∈ Z such that q(y) = p(y−z)+k, for
any y ∈ R. Next, for any C ⊂ A set D2C = limN→∞N−1E(
∑
s:qrs∈C ξs,N (ciA,rs))
2.
For any i = 1, 2, ..., ℓˆ let
bs,i ∈ (R℘)rs−rs−1 , 1 ≤ s ≤ i and bi = (b1,i, ..., bi,i)(2.29)
be sets of variables. For any I ⊂ {qr1 , ..., qrℓˆ} consider the variable b(I) = (bi)qri∈I
and let the function GI be defined by GI(b
(I)) =
∑
i:qri∈I Fi(bi).
2.3. Theorem. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied and set Al = Am(A),l,
l = 1, 2, ...,m(A).
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(i) D2A = 0 if and only if D
2
Al
= 0 for any 1 ≤ l ≤ m(A). In particular, when q1
is linear then D2L1 = limN→∞E
(
ξ
(1)
N (1)
)2
= 0 if and only if Di,j = 0 for any linear
qri and qrj .
(ii) Suppose that A consists of nonlinear polynomials. Then there exists a family
of measures κAl , 1 ≤ l ≤ m(A) (which will be defined in Subsection (7.1) such that
D2Al =
∫
G2Al(b
(Al))dκAl(b
(Al))(2.30)
for any l. In particular, D2Al vanishes if and only if GAl vanishes κAl-almost surely.
As a consequence, D2A vanishes if and only if GA vanishes κA =
∏m
l=1 κAl-almost
surely. Moreover, let j be such that for any i 6= j there exist no z, k ∈ Z satisfying
qrj (y) = qri(y−z)+k for any y ∈ R. Then D2A > 0, unless the function Fj vanishes
ν1 × · · · × νℓˆ-almost surly.
Suppose that q1 is linear and let k be such that i1 = rk. Let G = G(x1, ..., xi1) =
G(y1, ..., yk) be a function satisfying (2.4)-(2.5) with i1 in place of ℓ and (2.13) with
k in place of ℓˆ. Set
Gn = G
(
X(q1(n)), ..., X(qi1 (n))
)
and σ2 = limN→∞ 1NE
(∑N
n=1Gn
)2
which exists by Theorem 2.2. For any i = 1, ..., k let Y (i) = {Y (i)(n), n ≥ 0} be inde-
pendent (in general, vector) processes such that Y (i) and {(X(n+dj,i))ri−ri−1j=1 , n ≥
0} have the same distribution, where dj,i = qri−1+j − qri−1+1, which is a constant
nonnegative integer.
2.4. Theorem. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied and that∑
n≥1 n̟q,p(n) <∞ and
∑
r≥1 r
(
βq(r)
)δ
<∞.(2.31)
(i) Set Zn = G
(
(Y (i)(qri−1+1(n)))
k
i=1
)
and ΣN =
∑N
n=1 Zn. Then the limit
s2 = lim
N→∞
1
N
VarΣN
exists.
(ii) σ2 > 0 if and only if s2 > 0 and the latter conditions hold true if and only
if there exists no representation of the form
(2.32) Zn = Vn+1 − Vn, n = 0, 1, 2...
where {Vn, n ≥ 0} is a square integrable weakly (i.e. in the wide sense) stationary
process.
Applying Theorem 2.4 with G = F1+ ...+Fk we obtain conditions for positivity
of D2L1 .
2.3. The increments of η. In Theorem 2.2 we claim that the increments of the
weak limit η may not be independent. Still, on some time intervals described in
the following theorem these increments turn out to be independent.
2.5. Theorem. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Let A be the set of all
equivalence classes of the equivalence relation defined before Theorem 2.2, and write
q ≡ p if q and p lay in the same equivalent class.
(i) Suppose that a
(ri)
m > a
(rj)
m whenever qri ≡ qrj , i > j and m = deg qri =
deg qrj . Assume that there exist i > j such that qri ≡ qrj and set
(2.33) C = min{crj ,ri : i > j, qri ≡ qrj} > 1
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where crj,ri =
(
a
(ri)
m
a
(rj )
m
) 1
m if deg qri = deg qrj = m. Let 0 < t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 ≤ Ct1. Then
(2.34) E
[
(η(t3)− η(t2))η(t1)
]
=
1
2
(t3 − t2)∆
where ∆ = D2 −∑A∈A∑s:qrs∈A ciA,rsDs,s and iA is defined after (2.22). There-
fore, the increments of η are independent when η is reduced to [K,CK], for
any K > 0. Furthermore, if ∆ 6= 0 then for any 0 < t2 < t3 one can find
0 < t0 < t1 < t2 such that η(t3)− η(t2) and η(t1)− η(t0) are not independent.
(ii) Suppose that for any A ∈ A the leading coefficients of all qi ∈ A are the
same. Then η has stationary and independent increments.
We remark that the situation of Theorem 2.5(ii) includes the case that none of
the polynomials qri , i = 1, 2..., ℓˆ are equivalent. The following corollary follows.
2.6. Corollary. Suppose that ℓ = 2. Then the increments of η are independent if
either q1 6≡ q2 or q1 ≡ q2 and c1,2 = 1. On the other hand, when q1 ≡ q2 and
c1,2 > 1 then the increments of η are independent if and only if D1,2 = 0. When
q1 ≡ q2 then the asymptotic covariance D1,2 may or may not vanish, both when
c1,2 > 1 and c1,2 = 1.
2.7. Remark. In fact, our proof shows that when deg qri = deg qrj > 1 then
Di,j 6= 0 only if one can write qrj (y) = qri(c(y − z) + t) + s for some z ∈ Z and
rational t, s, c satisfying c = αβ , gcd(α, β) = 1 and t ∈ {0, 1...., α − 1}. It follows
that ηi and ηj will also be independent if one can not find such z, t, s and c for qri
and qrj . Thus, some of the conditions from Theorem 2.5 can be slightly improved
by imposing some restrictions on such qri and qrj .
2.8.Remark. To shorten formulas and corresponding explanations we assume that
the polynomials qj , j = 1, ..., ℓ are nonconstant. In fact, the setup allowing also
constant ”polynomials” can be dealt with in the same way. Indeed, let q−k(n) =
n−k < q−k+1(n) = n−k+1 < · · · < q−1(n) = n−1 be positive integers and we are
interested in proving a functional central limit theorem for expressions of the form
ξN (t) =
1√
N
[Nt]∑
n=1
(
F
(
X(n−k), ..., X(n−1), X(q1(n)), ..., X(qℓ(n))
)− F¯ )
where q1, ..., qℓ are polynomials described before (2.6) and F¯ = F¯ (ω) is a centralizing
random variable defined by
F¯ =
∫
F (X(n−k), ..., X(n−1), y1, ..., yℓˆ)dν1(y1) · · · dνℓˆ(yℓˆ).
The first step is the representation
F (y−1, y1, ..., yℓˆ)−
∫
F (y−1, y1, ..., yℓˆ)dν1(y1) · · · dνℓˆ(yℓˆ) =
ℓˆ∑
i=1
Fi(y−1, y1, ..., yi)
where y−1 = (x−k, ..., x−1) and F − i’s are defined as in (2.17)-(2.19) replacing
(y1, ..., yi) with (y−1, y1, ..., yi).
Next, our method requires to study covariances and second moments which leads
to expectations of expressions having the form
Q = G
(
X(n−k), ..., X(n−1), X(q1(n)), ..., X(qℓ(n)), X(q1(m)), ..., X(qℓ(m))
)
.
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Set also
R(x−k, ..., x−1) = EG
(
x−k, ..., x−1, X(q1(n)), ..., X(qℓ(n)), X(q1(m)), ..., X(qℓ(m))
)
and l(n,m) = [ 12 (amin(n,m) − n−1)], where a > 0 is such that qi(n) ≥ an for
any 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ and sufficiently large n. Then imposing some Ho¨lder and growth
conditions on G, which will come from (2.4) and (2.5) in corresponding applications,
we derive from Corollary 3.6(ii) of [9] that
‖E(Q|F−∞,l(n,m))−R(X(n−k), ..., X(n−1))‖2
is sufficiently small when l(n,m) is large, and so |EQ−ER(X(n−k), ..., X(n−1))| is
also small. This means that in all computations of expectations and covariances we
can view X(n−k), ..., X(n−1) as constants (i.e. freeze them), and so they essentially
do not influence computations. We observe that, in fact, we can consider even more
general situation obtaining functional central limit theorem for expressions of the
form
ξN (t) =
1√
N
[Nt]∑
n=1
(
F
(
ω,X(q1(n)), ..., X(qℓ(n))
) − F¯).
Here F (ω, x1, ..., xℓ) is a random function which is either measurable with respect
to F−∞,n for some n or it is well approximable by conditional expectations with
respect to these σ-algebras in the sense of the approximation coefficient appearing
in (2.3) and
F¯ (ω) =
∫
F (ω, y1, ..., yℓˆ)dν1(y1) · · · dνℓˆ(yℓˆ).
2.9. Remark. In [9] a functional central limit theorem was obtained also for con-
tinuous time nonconventional expressions of the form
ξN (t) =
1√
N
∫ Nt
0
F (X(q1(s)), ..., X(qℓ(s)))ds.
Suppose now that all qj ’s are polynomials satisfying qj(s)→∞ as s→∞ (constant
”polynomials” can be treated as in Remark 2.8). The first step is again the repre-
sentation F =
∑ℓˆ
i=1 Fi from (2.16) and the corresponding representations (2.22).
Similarly to Section 6 in [9], we see that if max(degqi,degqj) > 1 then
lim
N→∞
1
N
∫ Nt
0
∫ Nt
0
|EFi(q1(u)), ..., X(qi(u)))Fj(q1(v)), ..., X(qi(v)))|dudv = 0.
It follows from here that only Fi’s with degqi = 1 play a role in the central limit
theorem for ξN , and so essentially we reduce the problem to the setup of [9]. If,
unlike [9], some of the differences qi+1 − qi are allowed to be constants, then this
additional complication can be eliminated reducing the problem to the case when
limt→∞
(
qi+1(t)− qi(t)
)
=∞ for all i ≥ 1 as described in Section 3.
3. Reduction to the case ℓˆ = ℓ
In this section we make a reduction to the case where all the limits in (2.6) equal
∞. We redefine the setup as follows. Set pi = qri−1+1, i = 1, ..., ℓˆ. Then,
lim
n→∞(pi+1(n)− pi(n)) =∞, i = 1, ...., ℓˆ− 1.
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Define 0 = j0 < j1 < ... < jv = ℓˆ so that jk−1 < j ≤ jk if and only if deg pj = mk.
Then rjk = ik which implies that c
mk
rs,ik−1+1
is the ratio of the leading coefficients
of pjk−1+1 and ps if jk−1 < s ≤ jk. Write Dˆ = {0 = k1 < k2 < .... < k|Dˆ|}, where
Dˆ is defined in (2.7). For any n ∈ N set
(3.1) Z(n) = (X(n+ k1), ..., X(n+ k|Dˆ|)).
Then under our assumptions, {Z(n), n ≥ 0} is a ℘ˆ−dimensional process satisfying
Assumption 2.1 with the same {Fn,m}. Furthermore, Z(n) is distributed according
to ν = µ
k2−k1,...,k|Dˆ|
−k
|Dˆ|−1
and the distribution of each pair
(
Z(n), Z(m)
)
depends
only on m− n.
Let z = (z1, ..., zℓˆ) ∈ (R℘ˆ)ℓˆ, where zi = (zi,kj )|Dˆ|j=1 ∈ (R℘)|Dˆ|. Set zˆi =
(zi,0, zi,qri−1+2−qri−1+1 , ..., zi,qri−qri−1+1) and
(3.2) G(z1, ..., zℓˆ) = F (zˆ1, ..., zˆℓˆ).
It is easy to see that G satisfies conditions (2.4) and (2.5) (see Remark 3.3 in [9])
and the setup determined by ℓˆ, {pi, i = 1, ..., ℓˆ}, ℘ˆ and G satisfies our assumptions
for the case where all the limits in (2.6) with pi’s in place of qi’s equal ∞. Observe
that
G¯ =
∫
G(z1, ..., zℓˆ)dν(z1) · · · dν(zℓˆ) =
∫
F (zˆ1, ..., zˆℓˆ)dν1(zˆ1) · · · dνℓˆ(zˆℓˆ) = F¯ ,(3.3)
G
(
Z(p1(n)), Z(p2(n)), ..., Z(pℓˆ(n))
)
= F
(
X(q1(n)), ...., X(qℓ(n))
)
(3.4)
and
(3.5) Gi
(
Z(p1(n)), ..., Z(pi(n))
)
= Fi
(
X(q1(n)), ...., X(qri(n))
)
, i = 1, ..., ℓˆ
where Gi, i = 1, ..., ℓˆ are defined for the function G as in (2.17)-(2.19), replacing
(y1, ..., yi) with (z1, ..., zi) and νi with ν. Furthermore, for any i = 1, ..., ℓˆ define
ζi,N (t) with (2.21) replacing Fi with Gi and X(qri(n)) with Z(pi(n)), i.e.,
(3.6) ζi,N (t) =
1√
N
[Ntcri,ik−1+1]∑
n=1
Gi
(
Z(q1(n)), ..., Z(pi(n))
)
.
Then
ζi,N (t) = ξi,N (t)(3.7)
and now we can study ζN =
∑ℓˆ
i=1 ζi,N in place of ξN .
4. Asymptotic density of polynomial type
Let q1, ..., qk be distinct polynomials of degree m ≥ 1 and write qi(y) =∑m
s=0 a
(i)
s ys. We assume that limy→∞ qi(y) =∞ for each i = 1, ..., k, which means
that the leading coefficients of qi’s are positive and implies that there exists R > 0
such that qi’s are strictly increasing on [R,∞). Set ci,j =
(a(j)m
a
(i)
m
) 1
m which can be
written also as ci,j = limy→∞
q−1i (qj(y))
y .
Let 1 ≤ t1 < t2 < ... < tu ≤ k and set
Γt1,...,tu = {n ∈ N : qt1(n) ∈
⋂u
i=1 qti(N)}.(4.1)
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Then Γt1,...tu is the set of all natural numbers n1 such that there exists a solution
(n2, ..., nu) ∈ Nu−1 for the equation
(4.2) qt1(n1) = qt2(n2) = qt3(n3) = ... = qtu(nu).
We are interested in the structure of the set Γt1,...,tu and in particular in showing
that its asymptotic density
(4.3) L(t1, ..., tu) = lim
r→∞
|Γt1,...,tu ∩ [1, r]|
r
exists, and in providing an explicit formula for it. Here |Γ| denotes the cardinality
of a finite set Γ.
The following notion of equivalence is crucial. We say that two polynomials q
and p are 0-equivalent if there exist a, b ∈ Q such that p(y) = q(ay + b) for any
y ∈ R. This is clearly an equivalence relation, which is finer than the equivalence
relation defined above Theorem 2.2. We shall use the following observation. Let
1 ≤ t1 < t2 < ... < tu ≤ k. Then the polynomials qt1 , qt2 , ..., qtu are 0-equivalent if
and only if cti,t1 ∈ Q for any 2 ≤ i ≤ u and there exists xi ∈ Q, i = 2, 3, ..., u such
that
(4.4) qti(y) = qt1(ct1,ti(y − xi)) for any y ∈ R.
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
4.1. Theorem. (i) Let 1 ≤ t1 < t2 < ... < tu ≤ k. Then the limit L = L(t1, ..., tu)
from 4.3 exists. If u = 1 then L = 1, while L = 0 when qt1 , ..., qtu are not 0-
equivalent.
(ii) Suppose that u > 1 and that qt1 , ..., qtu are 0-equivalent. Then, up to a
finite number of elements, the set Γt1,...,tu defined in (4.1) is a union of (possibly
0) disjoint arithmetic progressions with common difference a = a(t1, ..., tu). As a
consequence,
L(t1, ..., tu) =
M(t1, ..., tu)
a(t1, ..., tu)
.(4.5)
Here a(t1, ...., tu) = lcm(α2, ..., αu) where lcm denotes the least common multiple,
(4.6) M(t1, ..., tu) =M
(
(αi, βi, xi)
u
i=2
)
= |(W2 × ...×Wu)
⋂
V |,
Wi = {0, 1, ..., αi − 1}
⋂ αi
βi
(Z− xi),
V = {(w2, ..., wu) : ∃k2, ..., ku ∈ N such that wi − wj = kjαj − kiαi , ∀i, j},
cti,t1 =
βi
αi
∈ Q for some coprime αi, βi ∈ N and xi satisfies (4.4), where i =
2, 3, ..., u.
The following corollary follows.
4.2. Corollary. Set A =
⋃k
i=1 q
−1
1 (qi(N)). Then A has the form A = {z1 < z2 <
z3 < ...} and the limit
c = lim
r→∞
|A ∩ (0, r]|
r
(4.7)
exists, is not less than 1 and limn→∞ znn = c
−1.
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Before proving Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 we give two simple examples. Con-
sider the situation when q2(x) = x
m. Then the asymptotic density of the set {n ∈
N : m
√
q1(n) ∈ N} is zero, unless q1 has the special form q1(y) = sm(y − x0)m for
some x0, s ∈ Q. In this case the asymptotic density equals |{0,1...,α−1}∩s
−1(Z+x0s)|
α
where s = β/α, for some coprime integers α and β. Furthermore, consider the case
that q1(x) = x
m. Then Theorem 4.1 shows that the asymptotic density of the set
of natural numbers n such that n = m
√
qi(li) for some li ∈ N and all 2 ≤ i ≤ k is
zero, unless each qi has the special form qi(y) = s
m
i (y − xi)m for some rational si
and xi. In the case that si’s and xi’s are integers it is easy to see without relying
on Theorem 4.1 that the asymptotic density equals 1/lcm(s2, ..., sk) and Theorem
4.1 generalizes this formula for the case that they are not necessarily integers.
Proof. We begin with the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let 1 ≤ t1 < t2 < ... < tu ≤ k.
When u = 1 then Γt1 = N and it is clear that L(t1) = 1, and from now one we
assume that u > 1. We first need the following result. Let r /∈ Q, 0 < ε < 12 and
x ∈ R. Set
B(x, r, ε) = {l ∈ N : ∃n ∈ N such that |n− rl − x| < ε}.
Then
(4.8) lim sup
N→∞
1
N
|B(x, r, ε) ∩ [1, N ]| ≤ 2ε
namely, the upper asymptotic density of B(x, r, ε) does not exceed 2ε. This follows
from fact that {(rl) mod 1, l ∈ N} is equidistributed on [0, 1) and that the condition
|n − rl − x| < ε implies that (rl) mod 1 lies in a union of at most two intervals
whose lengths do not exceed ε. Next, let n1 ∈ N. We are interested in solving the
equations
qt1(n1) = qt2(n2) = qt3(n3) = ... = qtu(nu)
where ni ∈ N, i = 2, ..., u. First, we make a linear change of variables by writing
ni = cin1 + xi, where ci =
(a(t1)m
a
(ti)
m
) 1
m . By Taylor’s expansion around 0 of the
polynomial Ri,xi(y) = qti(ciy+ xi)− qt1(y), where xi is considered as a parameter,
we obtain that
(4.9) qti(cin1 + xi)− qt1(n1) =
m−1∑
s=0
gi,s(xi)n
s
1
where
gi,s(xi) =
1
s!
(csi q
(s)
ti (xi)− q
(s)
t1 (0))
and f (s) denotes the s−th derivative of a function f . Now considering gi,s(xi)
as a function of xi we see that limxi→∞ gi,s(xi) = ∞ for any i = 2, ..., u and
s = 0, ...,m − 1. Therefore, there exists K1 > 0 such that a solution for the
equation qt1(n1) = qti(ni) can not exist if xi > K1. By writing n1 = c
−1
i ni− c−1i xi,
repeating the above arguments and exchanging n1 and ni we see that there exists
K2 > 0 such that a solution can not exist if xi < −K2.
Next, suppose that ci /∈ Q for some i ∈ {2, ..., u}. Then qt1 and qti are not
0-equivalent and we need to prove that the limit L(t1, ..., tu) from (4.3) vanishes.
Suppose that |xi| ≤ K0, where K0 = max(K1,K2). Let yi be the root of the linear
polynomial gi,m−1 and let 0 < ε < 12 . Assume that
n1 ∈ N \B(yi, ci, ε)
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i.e. that |ni − cin1 − yi| = |xi − yi| ≥ ε for any ni ∈ N. Since |xi| ≤ K0,
gi,s, s = 0, ...,m− 1 are continuous and gi,m−1 is linear we deduce that there exist
C1, C2 > 0 independent of xi such that
C2 ≥ max
0≤s≤m−1
|gi,s(xi)| and |gi,m−1(xi)| ≥ C1ε.
It follows that for all n1 large enough there exists no solution for the equation
qti(ni) = qt1(n1) since the term gi,m−1(xi)n
m−1
1 dominates the right hand side of
(4.9). Thus, taking upper limit and applying (4.8) we conclude that
lim sup
r→∞
|Γt1,...,tu ∩ [1, r]|
r
≤ lim sup
r→∞
|{1 ≤ n ≤ r : qt1(n) ∈ qti(N)}|
r
≤ 2ε
where Γt1,...,tu is defined by (4.1). Hence, letting ε to zero we obtain L(t1, ..., tu) =
limr→∞
|Γt1,...,tu∩[1,r]|
r = 0.
Next, suppose that ci ∈ Q for each i = 2, ..., u and that |xi| ≤ K0, i = 2, ..., u.
Then xi = ni − cin1 ∈ N− ciN ⊂ Q and
|[−K0,K0] ∩ (N− ciN)| <∞
which implies that each xi can take only finite number of values. This together with
(4.9) yields that for all n1 large enough there exists no solution for the equation
qti(ni) = qt1(n1), unless
csi q
(s)
ti (xi) = q
(s)
t1 (0) for any s = 0, 1, ....,m− 1(4.10)
since otherwise the right hand side of (4.9) is not zero for large n1. By Taylor’s
expansion around xi, (4.10) is equivalent to
(4.11) qti(y) = qt1(c
−1
i (y − xi)), ∀y ∈ R
which means that (4.4) is satisfied and qt1 , ..., qtu are 0-equivalent, taking into ac-
count that ci ∈ Q for any 2 ≤ i ≤ u. Thus, the set Γt1,...,tu is finite if qt1 , ..., qtu are
not 0-equivalent and then clearly the limit L(t1, ..., tu) from 4.3 vanishes. On the
other hand, (4.11) implies that ni = cin1+xi solves the equation qti(ni) = qt1(n1).
This solution is unique when n1 is sufficiently large, since qt1 is strictly increasing on
some ray [R,∞). It remains to check whether ni ∈ N when xi satisfies (4.11) and n1
is sufficiently large. Write ci =
βi
αi
. We demand that cin1 + xi should be a natural
number. Let n1 ∈ N and for any i = 2, ..., u write n1 = kiαi +wi for some nonneg-
ative integers ki, wi such that 0 ≤ wi < αi. Then, cin1 + xi = kiβi + (wiβiαi + xi).
This is a natural number for large enough n1 if and only if
wiβi
αi
+ xi is an integer,
i.e. if and only if
n1 ∈
u⋂
i=2
{n ∈ N : n mod αi ∈ Wi} =
⋃
ji≤di, i=2,...,u
B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
) = B
where the latter is a disjoint union. Here
Wi = {0, 1, ..., αi − 1}
⋂ αi
βi
(Z− xi) = {w(i)1 , ..., w(i)di },
and
B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
) = {n ∈ N : n mod αi = w(i)ji , i = 2, ..., u}.(4.12)
It follows that the sets B and Γt1,...,tu defined by (4.1) differ only by a finite number
of elements, and observe that M(t1, ..., tu) defined in (4.6) equals the number M
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of nonempty sets of the form (4.12). Hence, existence of the limit L(t1, ..., tu) from
(4.3) and the equality L =M(t1, ..., tu)/a(t1, ..., tu) will follow from
(4.13) lim
r→∞
1
r
|B ∩ [1, r]| = M(t1, ..., tu)
a(t1, ..., tu)
=
M
a
where a = lcm(α2, ..., αu).
Establishing (4.13), we first claim that if B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
) is not empty then there
exists n0 ∈ N such that
(4.14) B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
) = {n0 + ka}k≥0
where a = a(t1, ..., tu). Indeed, let n0 be the smallest member of B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
)
and write n0 = kiαi + w
(i)
ji
for some integer ki ≥ 0, i = 2, 3, ..., u. Then for
any integer k ≥ 0 we have n0 + ka = (ki + k aαi )αi + w
(i)
ji
which is clearly an
element of B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
). Thus, {n0+ka}k≥0 ⊂ B(ω(2)j2 , ..., ω
(u)
ju
) and in particular
B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
) is infinite.
On the other hand, let n ∈ B(ω(2)j2 , ..., ω
(u)
ju
). Then for any 2 ≤ i ≤ u there exists
an integer ki ≥ 0 such that n = kiαi + w(i)ji . Let m be the closest to n element
of B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
) satisfying m > n. Such element exists since this set is infinite.
Write m = (ki+mi)αi+w
(i)
ji
where mi ∈ N and 2 ≤ i ≤ u. Then αimi = αsms for
any 2 ≤ i, s ≤ u, which implies that α2m2 is divisible by α2, ..., αu, and so it is also
divisible by a and so we can writem = n+la. Thus B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
) ⊂ {n0+ka}k≥0
and (4.14) follows. We conclude by (4.14) that
lim
r→∞
1
r
|B(ω(2)j2 , ..., ω
(u)
ju
) ∩ [1, r]| = 1
a
and (4.13) follows since the sets B(ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
) and B(ω
(2)
j′2
, ..., ω
(u)
j′u
) are disjoint
when (ω
(2)
j2
, ..., ω
(u)
ju
) 6= (ω(2)j′2 , ..., ω
(u)
j′u
).
Now we prove Corollary 4.2. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k set Ai = q−11 (qi(N)). Then
A =
⋃k
i=1Ai. There exists R > 0 such that the functions q
−1
i ◦ qj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k
are well defined on [R,∞) and are strictly increasing there. Thus, up to a finite
number of elements, A is a union of k increasing sequences and so it has the form
{z1 < z2 < z3 < ...}. Next, by making the change of variables x → (q−1t1 ◦ q1)(x)
and taking into account that limx→∞
q−1i (qj(x))
x = ci,j , we deduce from (4.5) that
for any u and 1 ≤ t1 < t2 < ... < tu ≤ k,
limr→∞
|⋂uj=1 Atj∩(0,r]|
r = ct1,1L(t1, ..., tu)(4.15)
where L(t1, ...tu) is the limit from (4.3), which exists by Theorem 4.1. Existence
of the limit c from (4.7) follows by (4.15) and the inclusion-exclusion principle.
The limit c is not less than one since N ⊂ A1. Completing the proof of Corollary
4.2, let m0 be such that zm0 ≤ 0 < zm0+1 where we set z0 = 0 if z1 > 0. Then
|A ∩ (0, zn]| = n − m0 for any n > m0. Dividing both sides by zn, taking into
account that limn→∞ zn =∞ (since N ⊂ A1), yields limn→∞ zn/n = c−1. 
4.3.Remark. The question whetherM(t1, ..., tu) > 0 is interesting since this means
that the asymptotic density is positive. As we have the explicit formula (4.6),
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provided αi, βi and xi satisfying 4.4 are given, this question can be resolved. In the
next section formula (4.6) with u = 2 will appear in our covariance formulas, and
in this simple case it shows that M(t1, t2) > 0 if and only if (4.4) is satisfied with
xt2 = z − ct2,t1t where ct2,t1 = β/α, gcd(α, β) = 1, t ∈ {0, 1..., α− 1} and z ∈ Z. In
particular when ct2,t1 = 1 then M(t1, t2) > 0 if and only if xt2 ∈ Z and in this case
M(t1, t2) = 1.
4.4. Remark. It is possible to obtain convergence rate in the limit (4.4) (and thus
also in the limits from Corollary 4.2). When cti,tj ∈ Q for any i and j the proof of
Theorem 4.1 shows that the convergence rate has the form CN . In case that cti,tj is
not rational for some i and j the Erdo˝s-Tura´n inequality (see Theorem 2.5 in [10])
yields 1N |B(x, cti,tj , ε) ∩ [1, N ]| ≤ 2ε + C1 lnNN for any ε > 0, where C1 > 0 is an
absolute constant. Using this inequality in place of (4.8) and then optimizing the
obtained upper bound (by taking ε = εN of the form εN =
C√
N
) yields in (4.4) a
convergence rate of the form C√
N
.
5. Limiting covariances
In this section we prove the second equality from (2.23), assuming (2.4), (2.5)
and Assumption 2.1. Then we show that D2 = limN→∞ Eξ2N (1) exists and satisfies
(2.26). Relying on Section 3 we deal from now on only with the case ℓˆ = ℓ, i.e. we
assume that all the limits in (2.6) equal∞. We begin with the following observation.
The moments conditions in Assumption 2.1, the definition of the functions Fi from
(2.17)-(2.18) and (2.4)–(2.5) yield that for any n ∈ N and i = 1, ..., ℓ,
(5.1) ‖Fi
(
X(q1(n)), ..., X(qi(n))
)‖2 ≤ 2K(1 + ℓγ2ι) <∞
where γ2ι is defined in (2.9) and K is from (2.4)-(2.5). Next, the following lemma
is crucial. For any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ and n, l ∈ N set
bi,j(n, l) = E
[
Fi
(
X(q1(n)), ..., X(qi(n))
)
Fj
(
X(q1(l)), ..., X(qj(l))
)]
.
5.1. Lemma. Suppose that all the limits in (2.6) equal ∞. Then there exists a
nonincreasing function h(m) ≥ 0, satisfying ∑∞m=1 h(m) < ∞, such that for any
1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ,
sup
n,l: si,j(n,l)≥m
|bi,j(n, l)| ≤ h(m)
where sˆi,j(n, l) = min(qi(n)− qj(l), n) and si,j(n, l) = max(sˆi,j(n, l), sˆj,i(l, n)).
This assertion was proved in Lemma 4.2 of [9], relying on the mixing rates (2.10)–
(2.11) and on the inequality qi+1(n)− qi(n) ≥ n for any i and a sufficiently large n.
In our polynomial setup there exists C > 0 such that qi+1(n)− qi(n) ≥ Cn for any
i and a sufficiently large n, and so the proof of Lemma 5.1 for our setup proceeds
in the same way as in [9].
Next let j be such that deg qj = 1. Write qs(y) = a
(s)
1 y + a
(s)
0 , for any 1 ≤ s ≤
j. Observe that our assumption that qs(N) ⊂ N in this linear case implies that
a
(s)
1 , a
(s)
0 ∈ Z and set νs,j = gcd(a(s)1 , a(j)1 ). Let i ≤ j and let (sk, tk), k = 1, ..., r
be the pairs (s, t), 1 ≤ s ≤ i, 1 ≤ t ≤ j satisfying cs,t = ci,j , where cs,t = a(t)1 /a(s)1 .
For any u = νi,jk ∈ νi,jZ, let the measure m(u)i,j be defined by
dm
(u)
i,j (x, y) =
r∏
k=1
dµ
ci,sku+a
(sk)
0 −a
(tk)
0
(xsk , ytk)×
∏
s:∀k s6=sk
dµ(xs)×
∏
t:∀k t6=tk
dµ(yt)
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where x = (x1, ..., xi), y = (y1, ..., yj) and the measures µ and µl, l ∈ Z are defined
in (2.8). The measure m
(u)
i,j is well defined since the equality cs,t = ci,j implies that
ni = a
(i)
1 /νi,j divides a
(s)
1 since ni and nj = a
(j)
1 /νi,j are coprime, which makes
ci,sku an integer when u ∈ νi,jZ.
5.2. Proposition. Let 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓˆ be such that deg qj = 1 and let i ≤ j. Then, for
any α, β > 0 the limit
lim
N→∞
E
(
ξi,N (α)ξj,N (β)
)
= Di,j(α, β)
exists and equals min(α, β)Di,j , where
Di,j =
a
(1)
1 νi,j
a
(i)
1 a
(j)
1
∞∑
u=−∞
Li,j(u)
and this series converges absolutely. Here Li,j(u) =
∫
Fi(x)Fj(y)dm
(u)
i,j (x, y) for
any u = νi,jk ∈ νi,jZ, while Li,j(u) = 0 for any other u.
This result was proved in Proposition 4.1 of [9] in the case when linear qj ’s sat-
isfy qj(n) = jn, relying on the mixing rates (2.10)-(2.11). The proof (below) of
Proposition 5.2 goes on in a similar to [9] way but requires additional combina-
torial arguments. In particular we use the following simple observation. For any
distinct polynomials p1, ..., pm there exists an injective function (i.e. permutation)
σ : {1, ...m} → {1, ...,m} and L > 0 such that
(5.2) pσ(1)(l) < pσ(2)(l) < ... < pσ(m)(l) for any l > L.
Proof. Let i, j, α and β be as in the statement of this proposition. Consider the
decomposition
E
(
ξi,N (α)ξj,N (β)
)
=
∑
|u|≤|qi([ci,1αN ])|+|qj([cj,1βN ])|
B(N, u)(5.3)
where
B(N, u) = Bi,j(N, u, α, β) =
1
N
∑
1≤n≤ci,1αN
1≤l≤cj,1βN
qi(n)−qj(l)=u
bi,j(n, l).
Clearly, if uˆ = u+ a
(j)
0 − a(i)0 6∈ νi,jZ then there exists no solution for the equation
qi(n)− qj(l) = u, and so B(N, u) = 0. Thus, by Lemma 5.1 it is sufficient to show
that for any u ∈ Z such that uˆ ∈ νi,jZ,
(5.4) lim
N→∞
B(N, u) =
a
(1)
1 νi,j
a
(i)
1 a
(j)
1
Li,j(uˆ).
Suppose that uˆ = u+ a
(j)
0 − a(i)0 ∈ νi,jZ. It is clear that (5.4) follows by
(5.5) lim
n,l→∞
qi(n)−qj(l)=u
bi,j(n, l) = Li,j(uˆ)
and
limN→∞ 1N |{(n, l) : qi(n)− qj(l) = u, 1 ≤ n ≤ ci,1αN, 1 ≤ l ≤ cj,1βN}| =(5.6)
a
(1)
1 νi,j
a
(i)
1 a
(j)
1
min(α, β).
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Beginning with the proof of (5.5), let n, l ∈ N be such that qi(n)− qj(l) = u, which
means that n = nu(l) =
a
(j)
1 l+uˆ
a
(i)
1
. Let 1 ≤ s ≤ i and 1 ≤ t ≤ j and observe that
qs(n)− qt(l) = a(s)1 n+ a(s)0 − a(t)1 l − a(t)0 = a
(j)
1 a
(s)
1 −a(i)1 a(t)1
a
(i)
1
l + zs,t(5.7)
where zs,t = ci,suˆ+ a
(s)
0 − a(t)0 . Consider the set
Γu(l) = {qs(n) : 1 ≤ s ≤ i} ∪ {qt(l) : 1 ≤ t ≤ j}
where n = nu(l). Consider the polynomials qt(y) and qs(
a
(j)
1 y+uˆ
a
(i)
1
) = qs(nu(y)),
where 1 ≤ s ≤ i and 1 ≤ t ≤ j, and let w the number of distinct polynomials
among them. Applying (5.2) shows that there exists L > 0 such that
Γu(l) = {m1(l) < m2(l) < ... < mw(l)} for any l > L
and each ma, 1 ≤ a ≤ w is one of the above polynomials. By (5.7), the difference
qs(n) − qt(l) = zs,t is constant, if (s, t) = (sk, tk) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ r, where
n = nu(l). For any other couple (s, t) it follows from (5.7) that liml→∞ |qs(nu(l))−
qt(l)| =∞. We conclude that for any 0 < i < w either liml→∞mi+1(l)−mi(l) =∞
or mi+1(l)−mi(l) is a constant and (5.5) follows by Lemma 4.3 from [9].
We remark that in the terminology of Lemma 4.3 from [9] we used a partition
of Γu(l) into ”rigid blocks” consisting of pairs {qsk(n), qtk(l)} 1 ≤ k ≤ r, and of
singletons {qs(n)} and {qt(l)} where t ∈ {1, ..., j} \ {t1, ..., tr} and s ∈ {1, ..., i} \
{s1, ..., sr}.
Establishing (5.6), the cardinality of the set from (5.6) equals the cardinality of
the set
S1(N) =
{
1 ≤ l ≤ a
(1)
1 Nβ
a
(j)
1
:
a
(j)
1 l+uˆ
a
(i)
1
∈ {1, 2, ...., [Nαa
(1)
1
a
(i)
1
]}}.
The set S2 of all natural numbers l such that
a
(j)
1 l+uˆ
a
(i)
1
∈ N is an arithmetic progression
with common difference d = min(N ∩ a
(i)
1
a
(j)
1
N) =
a
(i)
1
νi,j
having asymptotic density d−1.
Observe now that S1(N) = S2 ∩ {1, 2, ...,min([a
(1)
1 Nβ
a
(j)
1
], [
Nαa
(1)
1 −uˆ
a
(j)
1
])}. Hence,
limN→∞ 1N |S1(N)| = d−1
a
(1)
1 min(α,β)
a
(j)
1
=
a
(1)
1 νi,j
a
(j)
1 a
(i)
1
min(α, β)
and (5.6) follows. 
Before formulating the limiting covariances results for nonlinear indexes, we shall
need the following. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ. Then qi ≡ qj if and only if ci,j ∈ Q and there
exists xi,j ∈ Q such that
(5.8) qi(y) = qj(cj,i(y − xi,j)) + qi(xi,j)− qj(0) for any y ∈ R.
Here qi ≡ qj means that qi and qj are equivalent with respect to the equivalence
relation defined above Theorem 2.2 and ci,j is defined below (2.20).
Next, suppose that qi ≡ qj and write ci,j = a(i, j)/b(i, j), where a(i, j), b(i, j) ∈ N
and gcd(a(i, j), b(i, j)) = 1. Let xi,j ∈ Q satisfying (5.8) and let (sk, tk), k = 1, ..., r
be the pairs (s, t), 1 ≤ s ≤ i, 1 ≤ t ≤ j satisfying deg qs = deg qt, cs,t = ci,j and
that
qs(y) = qt(cj,i(y − xi,j)) + qs(xi,j)− qt(0) for any y ∈ R.(5.9)
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In case that M(a(i, j), b(i, j), xi,j) (defined by (4.6)) is positive, let mi,j be the
measure defined by
(5.10)
dmi,j(x, y) =
r∏
k=1
dµqtk (0)−qsk (xi,j)(xsk , ytk)×
∏
s: ∀k s6=sk
dµ(xs)×
∏
t: ∀k t6=tk
dµ(yt)
where the measures µ and µl, l ∈ Z are defined in (2.8), x = (x1, ..., xi) and
y = (y1, ..., yj). As explained in Remark 4.3, M(a(i, j), b(i, j), xi,j) > 0 if and
only if xi,j = z − ci,j l for some z ∈ Z and l ∈ {0, 1..., a(i, j) − 1}. Plugging in
y = z + (|z| + 1)a(i, j) in (5.9) shows that qtk(0) − qsk(xi,j) is an integer, and so
the measure mi,j is well defined.
5.3. Proposition. (i) Let 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓˆ be such that deg qj > 1 and let 1 ≤ i ≤ j.
Then, for any α, β > 0 the limit
(5.11) lim
N→∞
E(ξi,N (α)ξj,N (β)) = Di,j(α, β)
exists and equals min(α, β)Di,j . Moreover, Di,j = 0 if qi and qj are not equivalent
with respect to the equivalence relation defined above Theorem 2.2. In particular
Di,j = 0 if deg qi 6= deg qj.
(ii) Suppose that i < j and that qi and qj are equivalent. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ v be such
that ik−1 < i, j ≤ ik and deg qj = deg qi = mk > 1, where i0, ..., iv are defined
before (2.20). Set Mi,j =M(a(i, j), b(i, j), xi,j). Then
Di,j =
cj,ik−1+1Mi,j
a(i,j)
∫
Fi(x)Fj(y)dmi,j(x, y)
provided that Mi,j > 0, and otherwise Di,j = 0.
(iii) Finally,
Dj,j = cj,ik−1+1
∫
F 2j (z1, ..., zj)dµ(z1)dµ(z2) · · · dµ(zj).(5.12)
Proof. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ ℓ be such that deg qj > 1 and let α, β > 0. The proof that
Di,j = 0 when deg qi 6= deg qj is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.1 and it proceeds
as the proof of Proposition 4.5 in [9]. Suppose that deg qi = deg qj = m and let k be
such that ik−1 < i, j ≤ ik, which means that m = mk. Set c = ci,j = (a
(j)
m
a
(i)
m
)
1
m ≥ 1.
Let n, l ∈ N and write n = cl + x, where x is considered as a parameter. We
begin our proof with estimating the quantities si,j(n, l) defined in Lemma (5.1).
By Taylor’s expansion around 0 of qi(cy + x) − qj(y) as a function of y, with x
considered as a parameter, we obtain that
(5.13) qi(n)− qj(l) =
m−1∑
u=0
gu(x)l
u
where
gu(x) =
1
u!
(cuq
(u)
i (x)− q(u)j (0))(5.14)
and f (u) is the u−th derivative of a function f . Since l = c−1n− c−1x, similarly to
(5.13), we have,
(5.15) qj(l)− qi(n) =
m−1∑
u=0
fu(x)n
u
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where
fu(x) =
1
u!
(c−uq(u)j (−c−1x)− q(u)i (0)).
Since limx→∞ gu(x) = ∞ for any u = 0, 1, ...,m − 1, there exist M1 > 1 and
C1, C2, C3 > 0 such that for any x > M1 and n, l ∈ N satisfying n = cl + x,
qi(n)− qj(l) ≥ C1 max
m>u≥0
q
(u)
i (x)l
u ≥ C2 max
m>u≥0
xm−ulu ≥ C3max(n, l + x).
Since n ≥ l + x ≥ l we conclude that there exists a constant C4 > 0 such that
(5.16) sˆi,j(n, l) ≥ C4max(n, l + x) ≥ C4max(n, l).
Similarly, by letting x → −∞, there exist M2 > 1 and C5 > 0 such that for any
x < −M2 and n, l ∈ N satisfying n = cl + x,
(5.17) sˆj,i(l, n) ≥ c−1C5max(l, n+ |x|) ≥ c−1C5max(n, l).
Next, for any N ∈ N set
(5.18) J1(N) = {1, ..., [Nαi]}, J2(N) = {1, ..., [Nβj]} and I(N) = J1(N)−cJ2(N)
where αi = αci,ik−1+1 and βj = βcj,ik−1+1. Suppose that c /∈ Q. Then qi and qj
are not equivalent and we are interested in proving that Di,j(α, β) = 0. Let y1 be
the root of the linear polynomial gm−1. For any 0 < ε < 12 set
Aε = {l ∈ N : |n− cl − y1| < ε for some n ∈ N}.
Then by (4.8),
(5.19) lim sup
N→∞
1
N
|Aε ∩ [1, N ]| ≤ 2ε.
For any l ∈ Aε, let n = n1(l) be the only positive integer satisfying |n−cl−y1| < ε.
Consider now the following decomposition
(5.20)
1
N
E(ξi,N (α)ξj,N (β)) =
1
N
∑
l∈Aε∩J2(N):n1(l)∈J1(N)
bi,j(n1(l), l)+
1
N
∑
(n,l)∈BN,ε
bi,j(n, l)
where BN,ε = (J1(N) × J2(N)) ∩ {(n, l) : |n − cl − y1| ≥ ε}. Estimating the first
sum of the above right hand side, by (5.19) and (5.1 we have
(5.21) lim sup
N
1
N
∑
l∈Aε∩J2(N):n1(l)∈J1(N)
|bi,j(n1(l), l)| ≤ 2εβi ·K2
(
1+ℓγ2qι
)2
= Rε.
Estimating the second sum of the right side of (5.20), let n, l ∈ N be such that
|n− cl− y1| ≥ ε, write n = cl+ x and assume that |x| ≤M = max(M1,M2). Then
|x− y1| ≥ ε. By continuity of gs, s = 0, ...,m− 1 there exist K1,ε,K2 > 0 such that
for any such x,
K2 ≥ max
0≤s≤m−1
|gs(x)| and |gm−1(x)| ≥ K1,ε.
Hence, if max(n, l) is sufficiently large and |x| ≤M , then by (5.13),
|qi(n)− qj(l)| ≥ Cεmax(n, l)
where Cε > 0 is a constant which depends only on ε. Thus, for such n, l and x,
(5.22) si,j(n, l) ≥ Rεmax(n, l)
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where Rε > 0 is a constant which depends only on ε. By (5.16), (5.17), (5.22) and
Lemma 5.1 there exist Kε, R0 > 0 such that
1
N
∑
(n,l)∈BN,ε |bi,j(n, l)| ≤ R0N + 1N
∑
(n,l)∈BN,ε h(Kεmax(n, l)) ≤(5.23)
R0
N +
1
N
∑[Nαi]
n=1 nh(Kεn) +
1
N
∑[Nβi]
l=1 lh(Kεl)
where h(t) = h([t]). Observe that for any nonnegative monotone decreasing se-
quence satisfying
∑∞
n=1 an <∞,
lim sup
n→∞
(nan) ≤ 2 lim sup
n→∞
(
∑
n≥k>n2
ak) = 0.
Thus, lims→∞ sh(Kεs) = 0, and so limN→∞N−1
∑
(n,l)∈BN,ε |bi,j(n, l)| = 0 by
(5.23). Finally, letting ε→ 0 in (5.21) we obtain Di,j(α, β) = 0.
Next, suppose that c ∈ Q. Let n, l ∈ N and x ∈ Q be such that n = cl + x
and |x| ≤ M = max(M1,M2). Suppose that there exists 0 < u < m such that
gu(x) 6= 0. Observe that
(5.24) |[−M,M ] ∩ (N− cN)| <∞
since c is rational, which means that x can take only a finite number of values.
Hence, by (5.13) there exists C6 > 0 such that whenever max(n, l) is sufficiently
large,
|qi(n)− qj(l)| ≥ C6max(l + |x|, n+ |x|)
and therefore there exists C7 > 0 such that max(n, l) is sufficiently large,
(5.25) si,j(n, l) ≥ C7max(l + |x|, n+ |x|).
Set
A(N) = I(N)
⋂
{x| gu(x) 6= 0 for some 0 < u < m},
∀x ∈ Q, B(N, x) = (J1(N)× J2(N)) ∩ {(n, l) : n = cl + x},
and
C(N) = (J1(N)× J2(N)) ∩ {(n, l) : gu(n− cl) = 0, ∀ 0 < u < m}
where I(N), J1(N) and J2(N) are defined in (5.18). Consider the decomposition
(5.26)
1
N
E(ξi,N (α)ξj,N (β)) =
1
N
∑
x∈A(N)
∑
(n,l)∈B(N,x)
bi,j(n, l) +
1
N
∑
(n,l)∈C(N)
bi,j(n, l).
By (5.16), (5.17), (5.25) and Lemma 5.1, there exist C,C8 > 0 such that for any
N ∈ N,
(5.27)
1
N
∑
x∈A(N)
∑
(n,l)∈B(N,x)
|bi,j(n, l)| ≤ C
N
+
1
N
∑
x∈A(N)
∞∑
s=1
h(C8(|x|+ s)).
Observe that
∑∞
s=1 h(C8(|x|+ s)) converges to 0 as |x| → ∞ since
∑∞
s=1 h(s) <∞.
The fact that c ∈ Q implies that |A(N)| ≤ |I(N)| < CˆN for some Cˆ > 0 and
observe that N− cN = {zb}z∈Z, where b = gcd(p, q)/q if c = p/q. Therefore,
(5.28) lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
x∈A(N)
∞∑
s=1
h(C8(|x|+ s)) = 0.
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It remains to show that the second term on the right hand side of (5.26) converges
to min(α, β)Di,j . Observe that (5.8) is satisfied if and only if gu(xi,j) = 0 for any
0 < u < m. On the one hand, suppose that qi and qj are not equivalent. Then
(5.8) is not satisfied, for any xi,j ∈ Q, since c ∈ Q. It follows that that for any n, l
there exists 0 < u < m such that gu(n − cl) 6= 0. This means that C(N) = ∅, and
so Di,j(α, β) = 0 by (5.26)-(5.28), as claimed in the statement of Proposition 5.3.
On the other hand, suppose that qi and qj are equivalent. Then (5.8) is satisfied
with some xi,j ∈ Q and gu(xi,j) = 0 for any 0 < u < m. In view of (5.26)-(5.28),
establishing (5.11) reduces to computing the limit of N−1
∑
(n,l)∈C(N) bi,j(n, l). We
first claim that
C(N) = B(N, xi,j).(5.29)
Indeed, gm−1 is linear and xi,j is its unique root, implying that n − cl = xi,j
for any (n, l) ∈ C(N). The opposite inclusion is clear since gu(xi,j) = 0 for any
u = 1, 2, ...,m− 1. It follows that the sets {bi,j(n, l) : (n, l) ∈ C(N)} and {bi,j(cl+
xi,j , l) : cl+xi,j ∈ N, 1 ≤ l ≤ Ncj,ik−1+1min(α, β)} differ by (at most) finite number
of elements which do not depend on N . Thus,
(5.30)
lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
(n,l)∈C(N)
bi,j(n, l) = lim
N→∞
1
N
Ncj,ik−1+1 min(α,β)∑
l=1
bi,j(cl + xi,j , l)I{cl+xi,j∈N}
where we used that |bi,j(n, l)| is bounded in n, l ∈ N, by Lemma 5.1. Equality (5.30)
holds true, of course, only when the right hand side limit exists, and the following
arguments’ purpose is proving its existence and computing it. First, suppose that
i = j. Then c = 1 and xi,j = 0 and the right hand side of (5.30) becomes
(5.31) lim
N→∞
1
N
N min(α,β)cj,ik−1+1∑
l=1
bj,j(l, l).
By Lemma 4.3 from [9] we have liml→∞ bj,j(l, l) =
∫
F 2j (z1, ...zj)dµ(z1) · · · dµ(zj)
and so this limit exists and equals min(α, β)Dj,j , where Dj,j is defined by (5.12).
Suppose now that i < j and recall that (5.8) is satisfied. Observe that the
asymptotic density of the set of l’s such that cl+xi,j ∈ N equalsMi,j/a(i, j), where
Mi,j =M(a(i, j), b(i, j), xi,j) is defined by (4.6). Let l ∈ N and consider the set
Γl = {qs(cl + xi,j) : 1 ≤ s ≤ i} ∪ {qt(l) : 1 ≤ t ≤ j}
of indexes appearing in the summands of the right hand side of (5.30). Similarly
to the proof of Proposition 5.2, consider the polynomials qs(cy + xi,j) and qt(y),
where 1 ≤ s ≤ i, 1 ≤ t ≤ j, and let d be the number of distinct polynomials among
them. Then by (5.2), there exists L > 0 such that
Γ(l) = {m1(l) < m2(l) < ... < md(l)} for any l > L
and each ma, 1 ≤ a ≤ d is one of the above polynomials. Observe that the
polynomials qs(cy+xi,j) and qt(y) differ by a constant if and only if (s, t) = (sk, tk)
for some k = 1, 2, ..., r, where (sk, tk) are defined above (5.9) and we used that
ci,j = c
−1, (5.8) and the change of variables y → c−1(y− xi,j). On the other hand,
if these polynomials do not differ by a constant then limy→∞ |qs(cy+xi,j)−qt(y)| =
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∞. We conclude that for any 0 < i < d either liml→∞mi+1(l) − mi(l) = ∞ or
mi+1(l)−mi(l) is a constant. Thus, Lemma 4.3 from [9] implies that
(5.32) lim
l→∞, cl+xi,j∈N
bi,j(cl + xi,j , l) =
∫
Fi(x)Fj(y)dmi,j(x, y)
where mi,j is defined by (5.10). We conclude that the right hand side of (5.30)
converges to
Di,j(α, β) =
min(α, β)cj,ik−1+1Mi,j
a(i, j)
∫
Fi(x)Fj(y)dmi,j(x, y)
and (5.11) follows by (5.26), (5.27) (5.28) and (5.30).
We remark that in the terminology of Lemma 4.3 from [9] we used a partition
into ”rigid blocks” consisting of pairs of the form {qsk(cl + xi,j), qtk(l)}, 1 ≤ k ≤ r
and of singletons {qs(cl + xi,j)} and {qt(l)} where t ∈ {1, ..., j} \ {t1, ..., tr} and
s ∈ {1, ..., i} \ {s1, ..., sr}. 
We conclude this section by showing that D2 = limN→∞ Eξ2N (1) exists, as
claimed in Theorem 2.2. Again, relying on Section 3, it is sufficient to prove this
only in case that ℓˆ = ℓ. In this case ri = i, i = 1, ..., ℓ, and by (2.22),
Eξ2N (1) =
∑
A1,A2∈A
E[ξ
(A1)
N ξ
(A2)
N ].
By Proposition 5.3, the summands above converge to 0 as N →∞ if A1 6= A2. On
the other hand, when A1 = A2 = A, Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 imply that
(5.33) lim
N→∞
E[
(
ξ
(A)
N
)2
] =
∑
s:qrs∈A
ciA,riDi,i + 2
∑
i<j:qri ,qrj∈A
ciA,riDi,j
and so D2 exists and satisfies (2.26). 
6. Central limit theorem
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. We assume without loss
of generality that ℓˆ = ℓ, which is possible in view of of Section 3. In this case
ri = i, i = 0, 1, ..., ℓ and
ξi,N (t) =
1√
N
[Ntci,ik−1+1]∑
n=1
Fi
(
X(q1(n)), ..., X(qi(n))
)
.
There exists R ∈ N such that the functions qi, q−1i and q−1i ◦ qj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ
are well defined on [R,∞) and are strictly increasing and positive there. Thus, by
beginning the summation in the definition of ξi,N fromR we can assume without loss
of generality that these functions are well defined, positive and strictly increasing
on [0,∞), which will simplify some of our arguments.
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6.1. Notations and approximations similar to [5] and [9]. We introduce first
the following notations from [9],
Fi,n,r(x1, ..., xi−1, ω) = E(Fi(x1, ..., xi−1, X(n))|Fn−r,n+r),(6.1)
Xr(n) = E(X(n)|Fn−r,n+r),
Yi,qi(n) = Fi(X(q1(n)), ..., X(qi(n))) and Yi,m = 0 if m /∈ {qi(l)}∞l=1,
Yi,qi(n),r = Fi,qi(n),r(Xr(q1(n)), ..., Xr(qi−1(n)), ω) and
Yi,m,r = 0 if m /∈ {qi(l)}∞l=1
where 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ and r is a nonnegative integer. We shall use the following estimate,
as well. There exists a constant c0 > 0 such that
(6.2) ‖Yi,n,r − Yi,n‖2 ≤ c0
(
βq(r)
)δ
for any r, n ∈ N and 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
(6.2) follows by Theorem 3.4 in [9], relying on Assumption 2.1 and on (2.4)-(2.5),
and its proof goes in a similar way to the proof of Lemma 3.12 from the early
preprint version arXiv:1012.2223v2 of [9]. Notice that (6.2) and (2.11) imply that
Yi,n,r = limr→∞ Yi,n,r where the limit is taken in the L2(Ω, P ) sense, and it follows
that
(6.3) Yi,n = Yi,n,2u +
∞∑
m=u+1
Yi,n,2m − Yi,n,2m−1
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, n ∈ N and u ∈ N, where we used (2.11). We shall need also the
following estimate. For any T > 0 there exists a constant CT > 0 such that
(6.4)
∑
r≥0
sup
N≥1
max
1≤i≤ℓ
∥∥ sup
0≤t≤T
| 1√
N
∑
1≤n≤Nt
Yi,qi(n),2r − Yi,qi(n),2r−1 |
∥∥
2
≤ CT ,
where Yi,qi(n),2−1 := 0. The proof of (6.4) goes exactly as the proof of Proposition
5.9 from [9]. Next for any u ∈ N, k = 1, ..., v and ik−1 < i ≤ ik set
ξ
(u)
i,N (t) =
1√
N
[Ntci,ik−1+1]∑
n=1
Yi,qi(n),2u .
Then by (6.3) and (6.4), for any T > 0 and i = 1, ..., ℓ,
limu→∞ supN∈N
∥∥ sup0≤t≤T |ξi,N (t)− ξ(u)i,N (t)|
∥∥
2
= 0.(6.5)
The last estimate we need goes as follows. There exists a constant C > 0 such
that for any strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers {ns}∞s=1, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ and
u,m, l ∈ N,
(6.6)
∥∥ l+m−1∑
s=l
Yi,qi(ns),2u−1
∥∥
2
,
∥∥ l+m−1∑
s=l
Yi,qi(ns)
∥∥
2
≤ C√m.
This result was proved in Lemma 5.2 from [5] (with b = 2) in case that qi(n) = in,
i = 1, 2, ..., ℓ. The proof from [5] relies on the mixing rates (2.10)-(2.11) and on
Corollary 3.6 from [9] together with the inequality qi+1(n) − qi(n) ≥ n for any
i and sufficiently large n. Assuming that ℓ = ℓˆ, there exists C1 > 0 such that
qi+1(n) − qi(n) ≥ C1n for any i and sufficiently large n, and so the proof of (6.6)
proceeds in our setup in the same way.
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6.2. Proof of Theorem 2.2. As pointed out in Section 1, we are going to adapt
the martingale approximation approach from [9] to our situation. We begin with
showing that the process
(
ξi,N (·)
)ℓ
i=1
is tight when considered as D
(
[0,∞);Rℓ) (the
ℓ- dimensional Skorokhod space) valued random variable. The arguments from and
below either Proposition 6.1 or Proposition 5.8 from [9] show that when i is fixed
Theorem 8.1 is applicable with appropriate subsequences of ξ
(u)
i,N (·), and that by
letting u → ∞, each one dimensional component of (ξi,N (·))ℓi=1 weakly converges
as N →∞. In particular, each one of them forms a tight sequence of D([0,∞);R)
valued random variables. The (non random) lattice structure of the discontinuity
points of the process
(
ξi,N (·)
)ℓ
i=1
together with Theorem 3.21 from Chapter VI
in [7] imply that tightness of the ℓ dimensional process
(
ξi,N (·)
)ℓ
i=1
follows from
tightness of its one dimensional components. We conclude that weak converge of(
ξi,N (·)
)ℓ
i=1
follows from weak convergence of its finite dimensional distributions.
Next, let 1 ≤ k ≤ v, ik−1 < i ≤ ik, n ∈ N and r > 0 and set
Ai = q
−1
ik−1+1
(qi(N)), A
(k) =
⋃ik
i=ik−1+1
Ai,(6.7)
b
(k)
n = qik−1+1(z
(k)
n ), νi(r) = |Ai ∩ (0, r]| and ν(k)(r) = |A(k) ∩ (0, r]|
where |Γ| denotes the cardinality of a finite set Γ. Observe that b(k)n ∈ N and that
limr→∞ νi(r)/r = ci,ik−1+1 > 0, since limy→∞ q
−1
ik−1+1
(qi(y))/y = cik−1+1,i. By
Corollary 4.2, the set A(k) has the form A(k) = {z(k)1 < z(k)2 < ...} and there exists
c(k) ≥ 1 such that
limr→∞ ν
(k)
r = c
(k) and limm→∞
z(k)m
m =
1
c(k)
.(6.8)
We note also that νi(r) = max{m : q−1ik−1+1(qi(m)) ≤ r} and ν(k)(r) = max{m :
z
(k)
m ≤ r}, for any sufficiently large r.
The next step of the proof is to approximate the process
(
ξi,N (t)
)ik
i=ik−1+1
by the
process Ψˆk,N (tc
(k)) defined below, for which Proposition 8.2 is applicable. First,
(6.6) yields that for any n, u ∈ N, t > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ v and ik−1 < i ≤ ik,
‖ξi,N (t)− 1√N
∑νi(Nt)
n=1 Yi,qi(n)‖2 , ‖ξ(u)i,N (t)− 1√N
∑νi(Nt)
n=1 Yi,qi(n),2u‖2 ≤(6.9)
C
√
|νi(Nt)−[Ntci,ik−1+1]|
N ≤ CN−
1
2 + Ct
1
2
√
| νi(Nt)Nt − ci,ik−1+1|
where C > 0 is independent of N, u and t. Second, observe that
(6.10)
νi(r)∑
n=1
Yi,qi(n) =
ν(k)(r)∑
n=1
Y
i,b
(k)
n
and
νi(r)∑
n=1
Yi,qi(n),2u =
ν(k)(r)∑
n=1
Y
i,b
(k)
n ,2u
for any n ∈ N, u ≥ 0, r > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ v and ik−1 < i ≤ ik. Set
ΨN,k(t) =
1√
N
(∑ν(k)(Nt)
n=1 Yi,b(k)n
)ik
i=ik−1+1
and
Ψ
(u)
N,k(t) =
1√
N
(∑ν(k)(Nt)
n=1 Yi,b(k)n ,2u
)ik
i=ik−1+1
.
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Similarly to (6.9), for any 1 ≤ k ≤ v, t > 0 and N ∈ N,
‖ΨN,k(t)− ΨˆN,k(c(k)t)‖2 , ‖Ψ(u)N,k(t)− Ψˆ(u)N,k(c(k)t)‖2 ≤(6.11)
CN−
1
2 + Ct
1
2
√∣∣ν(k)(Nt)
Nt − c(k)
∣∣
where
ΨˆN,k(t) =
1√
N
( [Nt]∑
n=1
Y
i,b
(k)
n
)ik
i=ik−1+1
and Ψˆ
(u)
N,k(t) =
1√
N
( [Nt]∑
n=1
Y
i,b
(k)
n ,2u
)ik
i=ik−1+1
.
Now by (6.9)-(6.11), for any t > 0,
limN→∞ ‖(ξi(t))ℓi=1 − (Ψˆk(c(k)t))vk=1‖2 = 0.(6.12)
Next, by (6.3) and (6.4), for any T > 0 and k = 1, ..., v,
limu→∞ supN∈N
∥∥ sup0≤t≤T |Ψˆk,N (t)− Ψˆ(u)k,N (t)|
∥∥
2
= 0(6.13)
where we used (6.10) with r = z
(k)
[Nt] and that there exists a constant L such that
νi(z
(k)
r ) ≤ Lr for any r > 0 and ik−1 < i ≤ ik.
We conclude that in order to prove that the process
(
ξi,N (·)
)ℓ
i=1
weakly converges
as N → ∞, it is sufficient to show that the process ΨˆN(t) =
(
ΨˆN,k(t)
)v
k=1
weakly
converges, and then to plug in tc(k) in place of t in the coordinates at places ik−1+
1, ..., ik, namely to replace ΨˆN,k(t) with ΨˆN,k(tc
(k)). In order to obtain the desired
weak convergence of ΨˆN it is important to understand the asymptotic behavior
of the approximation processes Ψˆ
(u)
N =
(
Ψˆ
(u)
N,k
)v
k=1
by describing their sets of limit
points.
6.1. Proposition. For each fixed u ∈ N when N → ∞ the processes Ψˆ(u)N form a
tight family of processes in the Skorokhod space D
(
[0, T ];Rℓ
)
. All limit points have
the form ζ1×ζ2×· · ·×ζv, where ζk = ζ(u)k , 1 ≤ k ≤ v is a centered Gaussian process
with independent increments. The second moments of each ζk are uniformly inte-
grable so that the covariances of the limiting Gaussian process ζk can be identified
as the limits of the corresponding covariances of the approximating processes along
a subsequence.
Proof. Fix some 1 ≤ k ≤ v and set zn = z(k)n and bn = b(k)n = qik−1+1(zn). Then
(bn)
∞
n=1 is a monotone increasing sequence of natural numbers. We first prove that
when N →∞ the processes Ψˆ(u)k,N form a tight family of processes in the Skorokhod
space D
(
[0, T ];Rik−ik−1
)
, and then identify the limit points. For any N ∈ N con-
sider the filtration {G(u)k,N,n, n ≥ 1} where G(u)k,N,n = G(u)k,n = F−∞,bn+2u and let the
adapted random vectors {Z(u,k)N,n , n ≥ 1} be defined by Z(u,k)N,n = (Z(u)N,i,n)iki=ik−1+1,
where Z
(u)
N,i,n = Z
(u)
i,n = Yi,bn,2u . Then
Ψˆ
(u)
k,N (t) =
1√
N
∑[Nt]
n=1 Z
(u,k)
N,n .(6.14)
Next, we show that for any ik−1 < i ≤ ik the one dimensional process {Z(u)N,i,n, n ≥
1} satisfies conditions B1-B3 from Theorem 8.1 with the filtration {G(u)k,N,n, n ≥
1}, which clearly implies that any linear combination {〈λ, Z(u,k)N,n 〉, n ≥ 1} satisfies
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conditions B1-B3 with this filtration. Indeed, fix some ik−1 < i ≤ ik. Condition
B1 is just G(u)k,N,n-measurability of Z(u)N,i,n and Condition B2 is verified exactly as in
Proposition 5.8 from [9].
Before verifying Condition B3, we need the following simple observation. We
claim that there exist constants M0, A0 > 0 such that
bm − qi−1(q−1i (bm)) ≥ A0m for any m ≥M0(6.15)
where we set q0 = 0 in case that i = 1. Indeed, since qi(y)− qi−1(y) is a polynomial
converging to∞ as y →∞, there existM1 > 0 and C > 0 such that qi(y)−qi−1(y) ≥
Cy for any y ≥ M1. By (6.8) and the definition of bl we have liml→∞ q−1i (bl)/l =
ci,ik−1+1/c
(k) and since we assumed that q−1i ◦ qik−1+1 is positive on [0,∞), there
exists C′ > 0 such that q−1i (bl) ≥ C′l for any l ∈ N. Set mˆ = q−1i (bm). Then
mˆ ≥ C′m, and hence if m ≥M0 =M1/C′ then mˆ ≥M1 and so
bm − qi−1(q−1i (bm)) = qi(mˆ)− qi−1(mˆ) ≥ Cmˆ ≥ CC′m
and (6.15) follows with A0 = CC
′.
Now we show that Condition B3 is satisfied. We have to control
‖E(Yi,bm,2u |F−∞,bn+2u)‖2 for m ≥ n. Notice that it vanishes unless bm = qi(mˆ) for
some mˆ ∈ N, and so we consider only this case. On the one hand, if qi−1(mˆ) ≤ bn
and bm = qi(mˆ) ≥ bn+2u+1 then by (2.19) together with Corollary 3.6(ii) from [9]
we obtain that
‖E(Yi,bm,2u |F−∞,bn+2u)‖2 = ‖E(Yi,qi(mˆ),2u |F−∞,bn+2u)‖2 ≤(6.16)
c1̟q,p(qi(mˆ)− bn − 2u+1) = c1̟q,p(bm − bn − 2u+1) ≤ c1̟q,p(m− n− 2u+1)
where c1 > 0 depends on the parameters d, p, κ, ι,m, q,K from Assumption 2.1
and (2.4)-(2.5). The last inequality holds true if m > n + 2u+1 and we used that
bm − bn ≥ m − n which is satisfied since (bn)∞n=1 is strictly increasing and takes
natural values. On the other hand, if qi−1(mˆ) ≥ bn then by the contraction property
of conditional expectations similarly to (6.16) we have
‖E(Yi,bm,2u |F−∞,bn+2u)‖2 = ‖E(Yi,qi(mˆ),2u |F−∞,bn+2u)‖2 ≤(6.17)
‖E(Yi,qi(mˆ),2u |F−∞,qi−1(mˆ)+2u)‖2 ≤ c1̟q,p(qi(mˆ)− qi−1(mˆ)− 2u+1)
where the second inequality holds if qi(mˆ) − qi−1(mˆ) > 2u+1. Next, set K0 =
max(M0, 2
u+2/A0) where M0 and A0 satisfy (6.15). Then A0m − 2u+1 ≥ A0m/2
for any m ≥ K0, and we conclude by (6.15) and (6.17) that for any m ≥ K0,
(6.18) ‖E(Yi,bm,2u |F−∞,bn+2u)‖2 ≤ c1̟q,p(A0m− 2u+1) ≤ c1̟q,p(
mA0
2
)
assuming that qi−1(mˆ) ≥ bn, where ̟q,p(s) = ̟q,p([s]) for any s ≥ 0.
Finally, suppose that neither (6.16) nor (6.18) can be applied, namely that m
does not satisfy qi−1(mˆ) ≤ bn , qi(mˆ) ≥ bn + 2u+1 and m > n+ 2u+1 or qi−1(mˆ) ≥
bn and m ≥ K0. Then either m ≤ max(n+ 2u+1,K0) or bm = qi(mˆ) < bn + 2u+1.
The last inequality implies that m− n < 2u+1, since n−m ≤ bm− bn. Thus, there
exist at most 2u+1 + K0 naturals m ≥ n such that neither (6.16) nor (6.18) can
be applied. Approximating ‖E(Yi,bm,2u |F−∞,bn+2u)‖2 by ‖Yi,bm,2u‖2 for such m’s
(using validity of Condition B2), we see that there exist constants c2, C0 > 0 such
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that
∞∑
m=n
‖E(Yi,bm,2u |F−∞,bn+2u)‖2 ≤ c2
(
2u+1 +K0 +
∞∑
s=1
̟q,p(C0s)
)
<∞,
where the right hand side is finite in view of (2.10), and Condition B3 is satisfied.
Next, we prove that the family of processes Ψˆ
(u)
k,N is tight when N → ∞, and
specify the corresponding limit points. We start by showing that along suitable
subsequences any linear combination of its one dimensional components satisfy
(8.2), and so also Condition B4 from Theorem 8.1 (see Appendix). Indeed, set
W
(u,k)
N,n = (W
(u)
N,i,n)
ik
i=ik−1+1
, where
W
(u)
N,i,n = Z
(u)
N,i,n +
∑
s≥n+1
E(Z
(u)
N,i,s|G(u)k,N,n)−
∑
s≥n
E(Z
(u)
N,i,s|G(u)k,N,n−1)
and Z
(u)
N,i,n is defined before (6.14). Let {Ψˆ(u)Nj,k(·), j ≥ 1} be any subsequence.
The uniform integrability (Condition B2) together with validity of Condition B3
imply that ‖W (u)N,i,n‖2 ≤ C1 for some C1 > 0 which is independent of i, n and N .
Therefore, a diagonal argument shows that we can pick a subsequence {Njz , z ≥
1} ⊂ {Nj , j ≥ 1} such that for any ik−1 < i, i′ ≤ ik the limit
A
(u)
i,i′ (t) = limz→∞
1
Njz
[tNjz ]∑
n=1
E(W
(u)
Njz ,i,n
)E(W
(u)
Njz ,i
′,n)
exists on a dense subset of [0, T ]. Observe now that
| 1
N
tN∑
n=1
E(W
(u)
N,i,n)E(W
(u)
N,i′,n)−
1
N
sN∑
n=1
E(W
(u)
N,i,n)E(W
(u)
N,i′,n)| ≤ C21 |t− s|
for any N , ik−1 < i, i′ ≤ ik and s, t ≥ 0, and so this limit exists for any t ∈ [0, T ]
and ik−1 < i, i′ ≤ ik. Next, let λ = (λi)iki=ik−1+1 ∈ Rik−ik−1 and consider the linear
combinations
〈λ, Z(u,k)N,n 〉 =
∑
ik−1<i≤ik
λiZ
(u)
N,i,n and 〈λ,W (u,k)N,n 〉 =
∑
ik−1<i≤ik
λiW
(u)
N,i,n.
It follows that for any t ∈ [0, T ],
(6.19) lim
z→∞
1
Njz
tNjz∑
n=1
E
(〈λ,W (u,k)N,n 〉)2 =
∑
ik−1<i,i′≤ik
λiλi′A
(u)
i,i′ (t)
which implies that (8.2) is satisfied with UN,n = 〈λ, Z(u,k)N,n 〉 along the subsequence
{Njz , z ≥ 1} (which is independent of λ). Therefore, applying Proposition 8.2
with the subsequence {Ψˆ(u)Njz ,k(·), z ≥ 1} we deduce that it converges to a Gaussian
process with independent increments and covariance matrix (A
(u)
i,i′ (·))ik−1<i,i′≤ik .
Next, let {mN}∞N=1 ⊂ N be a sequence satisfying limN→∞ mNN = 0 and set
Ψ˜
(u)
k,N (t) =
1√
N
∑
mN+1≤n≤Nt+mN
(
Z
(u)
N,i,n
)ik
i=ik−1+1
and Ψ˜
(u)
N =
(
Ψ˜
(u)
k,N
)v
k=1
.
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Then by (6.14) and (6.6),
(6.20)
lim
N→∞
∥∥ sup
0≤t≤T
|Ψˆ(u)k,N (t)−Ψ˜(u)k,N (t)|
∥∥
2
= 0 and lim
N→∞
∥∥ sup
0≤t≤T
|Ψˆ(u)N (t)−Ψ˜(u)N (t)|
∥∥
2
= 0
where the first equality holds true for any 1 ≤ k ≤ v. Let {Ψ˜(u)k,Nj (·), j ≥ 1}
be a subsequence of {Ψ˜(u)k,N(·), N ≥ 1}. Then by (6.20), this subsequence weakly
converges if and only if the subsequence {Ψˆ(u)k,Nj(·), j ≥ 1} of {Ψˆ
(u)
k,N(·), N ≥ 1}
weakly converges, and in this case they converge to the same limit. Similarly, a
subsequence {Ψ˜(u)Nj (·), j ≥ 1} of {Ψ˜
(u)
N (·), N ≥ 1} weakly converges if and only if the
subsequence {Ψˆ(u)Nj (·), N ≥ 1} weakly converges, and in this case they converge to
the same limit.
Now we show that the processes Ψˆ
(u)
N =
(
Ψˆ
(u)
N,k
)v
k=1
, N ∈ N form a tight family
of processes. Set
mN = mT,N = min{n : qik−1+1(z(k)n ) ≥ qik−2+1(z(k−1)NT ), ∀k = 2, 3, ..., v}.
Then, limN→∞ mNN = t0 = 0 taking into account (6.8) and that deg qik−1+1 >
deg qik−2+1. As explained above, it is sufficient to prove that the processes Ψ˜
(u)
N ,
N ∈ N form a tight family. Let {Ψ˜(u)Nj , j ≥ 1} be a subsequence. Then there exists
a subsequence {Njz , z ≥ 1} ⊂ {Nj, j ≥ 1} such that (6.19) is satisfied for any
1 ≤ k ≤ v and ik−1 < i, i′ ≤ ik. Thus, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ v the processes {Ψ˜(u)k,Njz , z ≥
1} weakly converge to a centered Gaussian limit ζ(u)k with the covariances matrix
(A
(u)
i,i′ (·))ik−1<i,i′≤ik . Similarly to (6.20) and below it, we can omit the last mN
summands in the definition of Ψ˜
(u)
k,N since limN→∞
mN
N = 0. A repetitive use of
Theorem 8.3 shows that the subsequence {Ψ˜(u)Njz , z ≥ 1} weakly converges to ζ
(u)
1 ×
ζ
(u)
2 × · · · × ζ(u)k and the proof of Proposition 6.1 is complete. 
Now we deduce the desired weak converges of ΨˆN =
(
Ψˆk,N
)k
v=1
by letting
u → ∞. We will use the notations Z(u)N,i,n, W (u)N,i,n and G(u)k,N,n from the proof of
Proposition 6.1. In view of Proposition 6.1 and its proof it suffices to show that for
any 1 ≤ k ≤ v, ik−1 < i, i′ ≤ ik and T > 0,
(6.21) lim
u→∞
lim sup
N→∞
sup
0≤t≤T
| 1
N
[Nt]∑
n=1
E(W
(u)
N,i,n)E(W
(u)
N,i′,n)−
t
c(k)
Di,i′ | = 0
where Di,i′ ’s were introduced in Theorem 2.2. This together with (6.13) imply that
ΨˆN(·) converges as N →∞ towards a centered Gaussian process with independent
increments and covariance matrix (Ai,i′ )1≤i,i′≤ℓ satisfying Ai,i′(t) = tDi,i′/c(k) if
ik−1 < i, i′ ≤ ik and otherwise Ai,i′ (t) = 0.
Establishing (6.21), let ik−1 < i, i′ ≤ ik, N, u ∈ N and T, t > 0. For any
ik−1 < j ≤ ik the process {W (u)N,j,n, n ≥ 1} is a martingale difference with respect
to the filtration {G(u)k,N,n, n ≥ 1} and therefore,
(6.22)
[Nt]∑
n=1
E[(W
(u)
N,i,n)(W
(u)
N,i′,n)] = E
[
(
[Nt]∑
n=1
W
(u)
N,i,n)(
[Nt]∑
n=1
W
(u)
N,i′,n)
]
.
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Condition B3 verified in Proposition 6.1 implies that ‖∑[Nt]n=1W (u)N,j,n −∑[Nt]
n=1 Z
(u)
N,j,n‖2 is bounded in N , t ∈ [0, T ] and ik−1 < j ≤ ik. This together
with (6.22) and (6.6) shows that (6.21) follows from
(6.23) lim
u→∞
lim sup
N→∞
sup
0≤t≤T
| 1
N
E[
( [Nt]∑
n=1
Z
(u)
N,i,n
)
(
[Nt]∑
n=1
Z
(u)
N,i′,n
)
]− t
c(k)
Di,i′ | = 0.
Proving (6.23), first by (6.11) and (6.6) applied with j = i, i′, the normalized
sums N−1/2
∑[Nt]
n=1 Z
(u)
N,j,n can be replaced with N
−1/2∑ν(k)(t/c(k))
n=1 Yj,b(k)n ,2u
, since
the approximations in (6.11) are uniform in u. Second, by (6.10) and then by (6.9)
the latter sums can be replaced with ξ
(u)
j,N (t/c
(k)), where we used again (6.6) and that
the approximations in (6.9) are uniform in u. Third, by (6.5) the sums ξ
(u)
j,N (t/c
(k))
can be replaced with ξj,N (t/c
(k)) since the approximation there is uniform in N
and 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Now (6.23) follows from Propositions 5.2 and 5.3.
Plugging in c(k)t in place of t in the coordinates at places ik−1 + 1, ..., ik shows
that
(
Ψˆ
(u)
N,k(c
(k)t)
)v
k=1
converges in distribution as N → ∞ to a Gaussian process
ζ = ζ1 × ζ2 × · · · × ζv, ζk(t) =
(
ηi(t)
)ik
i=ik−1+1
, with stationary independent
increments and covariance matrix satisfying Ai,j(t) = tDi,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ℓ, where
Di,j ’s are given by Propositions 5.2 and 5.3. The convergence of (ξi,N )
ℓ
i=1 follows
now from its tightness and from (6.9)-(6.11).
Finally, by (2.22) the process ξN (t) weakly converges to η(t) defined by (2.25). It
remains to show that η is a Gaussian process. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ v and i ≤ ik < j. Then ηi
and ηj are independent. Therefore, it suffices to prove that
∑ik
i=ik−1+1
ηi(cik−1+1,it)
is a Gaussian process for each k. Indeed, set di = cik−1+1,i. Then dik−1+1 ≤
dik−1+2 ≤ ... ≤ dik and observe that∑ik
i=ik−1+1
ηi(tdi) =
∑ik
j=ik−1+1
∑ik
i=ik−1+1
λi,j(ηj(tdi)− ηj(tdi−1)) =∑ik
i=ik−1+1
∑ik
j=ik−1+1
λi,j(ηj(tdi)− ηj(tdi−1))
where λi,j = 1 if i ≤ j and λi,j = 0 if i > j, dik−1 = 0 and ηj(0) = 0.
The increments of
(
ηi(t)
)ik
i=ik−1+1
are independent. Thus, the vectors Γi(t) =
{λi,j(ηj(tdi) − ηj(tdi−1)) : ik−1 < j ≤ ik} , ik−1 < i ≤ ik are independent and
Gaussian which makes η(·) a Gaussian process. The increments of η(·) are not
necessary independent as shown in [9]. The counter example given there is in the
case of two linear polynomials q1 and q2. In Section 7 we will give another counter
example with nonlinear qi’s. 
7. Positivity of limiting variances and the differences of η
7.1. The measures κAl . We say that the variables bs,i and bt,j are equivalent if
there exist xi,j ∈ Z and zi,j, zs,t ∈ Q such that qri(y) = qrj (y − xi,j) + zi,j and
qrs(y) = qrt(y − xi,j) + zs,t, for any y ∈ R. It is clear that this is an equivalence
relation and notice that when such xi,j , zi,j and zs,t exist, then zi,j , zs,t ∈ Z. Denote
by B the set of all equivalence classes. Let B ∈ B and write B = {bsk,ik : 1 ≤ k ≤
nB}, where sk = sk(B), ik = ik(B). Then for any 1 ≤ k, j ≤ nB,
qrsj (y)− qrsk (y + xik,ij ) = zsj ,sk = zsj ,s1 − zsk,s1 , for any y ∈ R.(7.1)
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Let the measure κ(B) be the law of the random vector Y (B)(0), where Y (B)(n) =
{Ysj (n + R + zsj,s1) : 1 ≤ j ≤ nB}, R = R(B) ∈ Z satisfies R ≥ |zsj ,sk | for any
1 ≤ j, k ≤ nB and
Ys(n) = (X(n+ d1,s), ..., X(n+ drs−rs−1,s))(7.2)
where dj,s = qrs−1+j − qrs−1+1, which is a constant.
Next, let A ∈ A, fix some 1 ≤ l ≤ m(A) and set Al = Am(A),l. Let qri ∈ Al and
1 ≤ s ≤ i. Then for any j and t the variables bt,j and bs,i are equivalent only if
qrj ∈ Al. As a consequence, there exists B(Al) ⊂ B such that
{bs,i : qri ∈ Al, 1 ≤ s ≤ i} = ∪B∈B(Al)B.(7.3)
Let the measure κAl be defined by dκAl(b
(Al)) =∏
B∈B(Al) dκ
(B)((bsk(B),ik(B))1≤k≤nB ) and the measure κA be defined by
dκA(b
(A)) =
∏
1≤l≤m(A) dκAl(b
(Al)).
7.1. Lemma. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Let A ∈ A consists of
nonlinear polynomials. Then for any qri , qrj ∈ A such that i ≤ j and cri,rj = 1,
Di,j = cri,iA
∫
Fi(bi)Fj(bj)dκA(b
(A)).(7.4)
As a consequence, for any 1 ≤ l ≤ m(A),
(7.5) D2Al =
∫
G2Al(b
(Al))dκAl(b
(Al))
and therefore D2Al = 0 if and only if GAl vanishes κAl- almost surely.
Proof. Relying on Section 3, we assume without loss of generality that ℓˆ = ℓ, which
means that ri = i, i = 1, ..., ℓ. Let 1 ≤ i < j ≤ ℓ be such that qi and qj are nonlinear,
equivalent and ci,j = 1. Let xi,j ∈ Q satisfying (5.8) and M = M(1, 1, xi,j) be
defined by (4.6) with u = 2 and α2 = β2 = 1. Then Remark 4.3 shows that M > 0
if and only if xi,j ∈ Z, and in this case M = 1. Thus, by Proposition 5.3,
Di,j = cj,ik−1+1
∫
Fi(x)Fj(y)dmi,j(x, y) = ci,ik−1+1
∫
Fi(x)Fj(y)dmi,j(x, y)(7.6)
when xi,j ∈ Z, while Di,j = 0 when xi,j /∈ Z. Here k is such that deg qi = mk.
Next, let qi, qj ∈ A. It is clear that the variables bs,i and bs′,i are not equivalent
when s 6= s′. In particular the marginal of κA corresponding to the variable bi is
µi = µ× µ× · · · × µ, and for any B ∈ B the intersection
B ∩ ({bs,i : 1 ≤ s ≤ i} ∪ {bt,j : 1 ≤ t ≤ j})(7.7)
contains at most two variables. The components of bi and bj are clearly independent
with respect to κA when qi, qj ∈ A, ci,j = 1 and xi,j 6∈ Z, and (7.4) follows in this
situation since both its sides vanish. Next, suppose that i < j, ci,j = 1 and
xi,j ∈ Z and consider the (distinct) variables bs,i and bt,j. They are equivalent if
and only if (5.9) is satisfied, and in this case by (7.1) the R℘ × R℘ marginal of
κA corresponding to the pair (bs,i, bt,j) is the measure µqt(0)−qs(xi,j). Hence, the
marginal of κA corresponding to the pair (bi, bj) ismi,j , and (7.4) follows from (7.6).
Finally, (7.4) when i = j follows from (5.12), since the marginal of κA corresponding
to bi is µ
i, and (7.5) clearly follows from (7.4) and (2.23). 
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7.2. Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let A ∈ A and write
A ∩ {qri : 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓˆ} = {qrai : 1 ≤ i ≤ s}
where a1 < a2 < ... < as. Set t0 = 0 and ti = cik−1+1,ai , i = 1, ..., s, where k is
such that deg qa1 = mk. Let L ∈ N, j1 < ... < jL−1 < s and d1 < ... < dL be
such that ti = dl if jl−1 < i ≤ jl, where we set jL = s and d0 = j0 = 0. Set
Cl = {qrai : jl−1 < i ≤ jl}, l = 1, 2, ..., L. Then A =
⋃L
l=1 Cl and this is a disjoint
union. Furthermore, each Am(A),i = Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ m(A) is contained in some Cl,
and for each l we have
D2Cl = dl limN→∞E[(
∑
i:qri∈Cl ξi,N (1))
2] and Cl =
⋃
i:Ai⊂Cl Ai(7.8)
where this union is disjoint. For each u = 1, 2..., L set C(u) = ∪u≤l≤LCl = {qrai :
ju−1 < i ≤ s} and Du = limN→∞ E[(
∑
i:qri∈C(u) ξi,N (1))
2] which can also be
written as
Du =
∑
ju−1<i≤sDai,ai + 2
∑
ju−1<i<j≤sDai,aj .
We first claim that
(7.9) D2A =
L∑
u=1
(du − du−1)Du.
Indeed, notice that
D2A =
∑
1≤i≤s tiDai,ai + 2
∑
1≤i<j≤s tiDai,aj =(7.10)
d1D1 +
∑
j1<i≤s(ti − d1)Dai,ai + 2
∑
j1<i<j≤s(ti − d1)Dai,aj
since ti = d1 for any j0 = 0 < i ≤ j1. Similarly, for any u = 2, ..., L− 1,∑
ju−1<i≤s(ti − du−1)Dai,ai + 2
∑
ju−1<i<j≤s(ti − du−1)Dai,aj =(7.11)
(du − du−1)Du +
∑
ju<i≤s(ti − du)Di,i + 2
∑
ju<i<j≤s(ti − du)Dai,aj .
Formula (7.9) follows from (7.10) and a repetitive use of (7.11) with u = 2, ..., L−1,
observing that the sum of the last two sums from (7.11) equals (dL−dL−1)DL, when
u = L− 1.
Proving Theorem 2.3, recall that Di,j = 0 when cri,rj = 1 and xri,rj /∈ Z. Thus
by Lemma 7.1 we have
D2Cl =
∑
i:Ai⊂Cl D
2
Ai
=
∫
G2Cl(b
(Cl))dκA(b
(Cl)) for any 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
Hence, D2Cl = 0 for any 1 ≤ l ≤ L if and only if D2Ai = 0 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m(A).
On the one hand, suppose that D2A = 0. Then by (7.9) we have Du = 0 for any
1 ≤ u ≤ L. By the first equality from (7.8) we have D2CL = dLDL. Therefore,
D2CL = 0 and so by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
Du = limN→∞E[(
∑
i:qri∈∪L−1l=u Cl ξi,N (1))
2] for any 1 ≤ u ≤ L− 1
and in particular DL−1 = d−1L−1D2CL−1 , implying that D2CL−1 = 0. Proceeding this
way with u = 1, ..., L− 1 in place of L we see that D2Cl = 0, for any l = 1, 2, ..., L.
On the other hand, suppose that D2Cl = 0 for any l. Then, by the first equality from
(7.8) and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality Du = 0 for any u, and thereforeD2A = 0
by (7.9). Finally, when A consists of linear polynomials then Ai’s are singletons
and so D2A = 0 if and only if Di,i = 0 for any linear qri . By the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality Di,i vanishes for any linear qri if and only if Di,j vanishes for any linear
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qri and qrj , where we took into account (2.23), and the proof of Theorem 2.3(i) is
complete. The proof of Theorem 2.3(ii) is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3(i)
and Lemma 7.1. 
The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 2.3.
7.2. Corollary. Let ξ
(k)
N be as defined before (2.22) and set D˜
2 =
limN→∞E
(∑
k:mk>1
ξ
(k)
N (1)
)2
. Then D˜2 = 0 if and only if
∑
i:deg qri>1
Fi(bi) = 0,
for
∏
A∈A:dA>1 κA almost any {bi : deg qri > 1}.
7.3. Corollary. Let A ∈ A consists of nonlinear polynomials. Suppose that for any
distinct qri , qrj ∈ A there exist no l, z ∈ Z such that qri(y) = qrj (y− z) + l, for any
y ∈ R. Then D2A = 0 if and only if the functions Fs, qrs ∈ A vanish ν1 × · · · × νℓˆ-
almost surely. As a consequence, if q1 is nonlinear and for any distinct qri , qrj there
exists no such l, z, then D2 = 0 if and only if F vanishes ν1× · · ·× νℓˆ-almost surly.
7.4. Remark. Let p and q be polynomials. Existence of z, l ∈ Z such that q(y) =
p(y− z) + l for any y ∈ R clearly forms an equivalence relation, which is finer than
A. The sets Al are the classes of the reduction of this relation to {qr1 , ..., qrℓˆ}.
Unlike for classes of A, the covariances Di,j , qri ∈ Al, qrj ∈ Al′ do not necessarily
vanish when Al 6= Al′ . Still, Theorem 2.3 shows that D2 = 0 if and only D2Al = 0
for each Al.
7.3. Proof of Theorem 2.4. Theorem 2.4 follows from Theorem 2.3 in [5] in
the case when qi(n) = in for any n ∈ N and i = 1, ..., i1. The proof proceeds
in the same way in the case when qi(n) = min + bi for some natural numbers
m1 < m2 < ... < mi1 and integers b1, ..., bi1 if we replace i1 with mi1 , considering
now N
(j)
mi1
in place of N
(j)
i1
, j ∈ N (which are defined in the proof from [5]) taking
into account Lemma 5.1. In Section 3 we showed that the problem can be reduced to
the case when ℓˆ = ℓ, i.e. ri = i and the leading coefficients of the linear polynomials
satisfy a
(1)
1 < a
(2)
1 < ... < a
(i1)
1 , recalling that in our situation qi(n) = a
(i)
1 n + a
(i)
0 .
Since qi(n) ∈ N for any n ∈ N we see that a(i)1 , a(i)0 ∈ Z and a(i)1 ≥ 1. Theorem 2.4
follows now by the described above modification of the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [5].
7.4. The increments of η. We begin with the proof of Theorem 2.5. Establishing
(2.34), let 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3. By (2.25),
η(t) =
∑
A∈A η
(A)(t) where η(A)(t) =
∑
s:qrs∈A η(ciA,rst)(7.12)
and iA = ik−1 + 1, where k = kA is such that deg qi = mk for any qi ∈ A. Since ηs
and ηs′ are independent if qrs and qrs′ are not equivalent, we obtain by (2.23) that
E[(η(t3)− η(t2))η(t1)] =
∑
A∈AE[(η
(A)(t3)− η(A)(t2))η(A)(t1)] =(7.13) ∑
A∈A
∑
s1,s2∈S(A) TA,s1,s2(t3, t2, t1)Ds1,s2
where S(A) = {1 ≤ s ≤ ℓˆ : qrs ∈ A} and
TA,s1,s2(t3, t2, t1) = min(ciA,rs2 t3, ciA,rs1 t1)−min(ciA,rs2 t2, ciA,rs1 t1).
Next, suppose that t3 ≤ Ct1 where C > 1 is defined by (2.33). Recall that ciA,rs is
nondecreasing in s. Therefore, TA,s1,s2(t3, t2, t1) = 0 if s2 ≥ s1 (since t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3).
On the other hand, if s1 > s2 then by the definition (2.33) of C, using the inequality
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t2 ≤ t3 ≤ Ct1, we have TA,s1,s2(t3, t2, t1) = ciA,rs2 t3 − ciA,rs2 t2. Hence by (7.13),
E[(η(t3)− η(t2))η(t1)] = (t3 − t2)
∑
A∈A
∑
s1,s2∈S(A): s1>s2
ciA,rs2Ds1,s2 := (t3 − t2)∆ˆ.
By (2.26), D2 =
∑
A∈A
∑
s:qrs∈A ciA,rsDs,s+2∆ˆ and therefore ∆ˆ =
1
2∆, and (2.34)
follows.
Completing the proof of Theorem 2.5(i), let K > 0, consider the interval I =
[K,KC] ⊂ (0,∞) and let t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 in I. Then, t3 ≤ KC ≤ Ct0 ≤ Ct1 and
therefore by (2.34),
E
[
(η(t3)− η(t2))(η(t1)− η(t0))
]
= 12 (t3 − t2)∆− 12 (t3 − t2)∆ = 0.
Since η is a Gaussian process this means that η(t3) − η(t2) and η(t1) − η(t0) are
independent and the first assertion from Theorem 2.5(i) follows. Proving the second
assertion, if ∆ 6= 0 then by (2.34) the differences η(t3)−η(t2) and η(t1)−η(0) are not
independent as long as 0 < t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 ≤ Ct1. By continuity of the covariances as
functions of t, if 0 < t0 is sufficiently small then also η(t3)− η(t2) and η(t1)− η(t0)
are not independent. Proving Theorem 2.5(ii), we observe that the assumption
there implies that ciA,rs is constant in s on each set {s : qrs ∈ A}, A ∈ A. Thus,
by the second equality from (7.13), for any 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3,
E[(η(t3)− η(t2))η(t1)] = 0
which makes the increments independent. In order to see that they are stationary
it is sufficient to show that for any A ∈ A the process η(A) defined in (7.12)
has stationary increments, which holds true since the multidimensional process
{ηs, s = 1, ..., ℓˆ} has stationary increments. 
Now we prove Corollary 2.6. Suppose that ℓˆ = ℓ = 2. If D1,2 = 0 then η is a sum
of two independent processes with independent increments, and so it is a process
with independent increments. When q1 6≡ q2 then D1,2 = 0 by Proposition 5.3, and
hence η has independent increments. On the other hand, suppose that q1 ≡ q2.
If c1,2 = 1 then Theorem 2.5(ii) shows that η has independent increments. When
c1,2 > 1 then Theorem 2.5(i) shows that η does not have independent increments
if D1,2 6= 0, since in this situation ∆ and D1,2 are proportional.
Finally, we give examples that D1,2 may or may not vanish in the case when q1 ≡
q2 and deg q1 > 1, no matter whether c1,2 = 1 or c1,2 > 1. Let x1,2 satisfying (5.8)
and write c1,2 = α/β, where gcd(α, β) = 1. Then by Remark 4.3 and Proposition
5.3,D1,2 is proportional to
∫
F1(x)F2(y, z)dµ(y)dµk(x, z) where k = q2(0)−q1(x1,2),
assuming that x1,2 = z − c2,1t for some z ∈ Z and t ∈ {0, 1, ..., α − 1}. Suppose
that k = 0 and consider functions of the form F (x, y) = f1(x)f2(y) + g(x) where∫
g(x)dµ(x) =
∫
f2(y)dµ(y) = 0. Then F1 = g and so D1,2 is proportional to∫
f1(y)dµ(y)×
∫
g(x)f2(x)dµ(x).When g = f2,
∫
f1(x)µ(x) 6= 0 and
∫
f22 (y)dµ(y) >
0 then D1,2 6= 0, while D1,2 = 0 if
∫
f1(y)dµ(y) = 0. 
7.5. Characterization of positivity for nonlinear classes via solutions for
functional equations. Set A˜ = {qri : deg qri > 1}. Let I ⊂ A˜ and let jI be the
maximal index j such that qrj ∈ I. Notice that GI(b(I)) = 0 if and only if the
function FI(y1, ..., yjI ) =
∑
i:qri∈I Fi(y1, ..., yi) satisfies
FI(bjI ) =
∑
i<jI :qri∈I Fi(pi(bjI ))− Fi(bi)(7.14)
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where pi(z1, ..., zjI ) = (z1, ..., zi). Let the measure κI be the marginal of κ˜ =∏
A∈A:dA>1 κA corresponding to the variable b
(I). Consider the equation
FI(bjI ) =
∑
i<jI :qri∈I gi(pi(bjI )) − gi(bi), κI − almost surely(7.15)
where gi’s are functions satisfying (2.19). When I = {qrjI } then (7.15) becomes
FjI = 0, and existence of such a solution means that FjI vanishes ν1 × · · · × νjI -
almost surely.
7.5. Theorem. (i) The set of functions {Fi : i < jI , qri ∈ I} is the only possible
solution for the equation (7.15).
(ii) Let D˜2 be as in Corollary 7.2. Then D˜2 = 0 if and only if there exists a
solution for the equation (7.15) with I = A˜. In particular when q1 is nonlinear then
D2 = 0 if and only if there exists a solution g = {gi : i < ℓˆ} for the equation
F (bℓˆ) =
∑
i<ℓˆ gi(pi(bℓˆ))− gi(bi), κ˜− almost surely
with gi’s satisfying (2.19).
We note that D˜2 = 0 is equivalent to the statement that there exists a solution
for (7.15) with either any I = A ⊂ A˜ or any I = Al ⊂ A˜, as well.
Proof. Let I ⊂ A˜, set j = jI and let {gi : i < j, qri ∈ I} be a solution for (7.15).
Let A, l be such that qrj ∈ Al. The equivalence class Bj,j containing the variable
bj,j satisfies Bj,j = {bi,i : qri ∈ Al} and the marginal of κ˜ corresponding to the
variable bj is ν
(j) = ν1 × · · · × νj . Thus, integration of both sides of (7.15) with
respect to κA′
l′
for any A′l′ 6= Al and then with respect to κ(Bj,j) yields,∑
i<j:qi∈I Fi(pi(bj)) =
∑
i<j:qi∈I gi(pi(bj)), ν
(j) − almost surely(7.16)
where we used that gi’s satisfy (2.19). Completing the proof of Theorem 7.5(i),
write I = {qrk1 , ..., qrkd , qrj} where k1 < k2 < ... < kd < j. Integrating (7.16) with
respect to (bt,j)k1<t≤j , taking into account that gi’s satisfy (2.19), yields gk1 = Fk1 ,
ν(j)-almost surely. Subtracting Fk1(pk1(bj)) from both sides of (7.16) and then
repeating this argument with k = k2, k3, ..., kd in place of k1 shows that gi = Fi,
ν(j)-almost surely, for any i < j such that qri ∈ I. Theorem 7.5(ii) is a direct
consequence of Theorem 7.5(i) and Corollary (7.2). 
7.6. The stationary case. Consider the situation when X = {X(n) : n ≥ 0} is
stationary. Suppose that q1 is linear and let k be such that i1 = rk. Let s
2 be
as in Theorem 2.4. Then D2L1 = limN→∞ E
(
ξ
(1)
N (1)
)2
= 0 if and only if s2 = 0.
The process Y = {(Y (i)(n))ki=1 : n ≥ 0} is stationary, as well. Let (X , λ, V ) be
a measure preserving system (MPS) and ϕ be a vector valued function such that
Y (n) = ϕ◦V n for any n ≥ 0. Inequality (4.2) from [5] is established in our situation
with the function G = F1+ ...+Fk in the same way as in [5]. Thus, by Proposition
8.3 and Theorem 8.6 from [2] (modified for a one sided process) s2 = 0 if and only
if the expectations E[Σ2N ] are bounded in N , which by Theorem 18.2.2 from [6] (see
also [3]) is equivalent to existence of a square integrable function g such that
G ◦ ϕ = g − g ◦ V, λ− almost surely.(7.17)
Similar equivalent condition for positivity of D2 exists in the case that qℓ is
nonlinear, as well. Indeed, the processes Y (B) = {Y (B)(n) : n ≥ 0}, B ∈ B defined
above (7.2) are stationary, and let M(B) = (ΩB ,MB, UB) be an MPS and φB
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be a vector valued function such that Y (B)(n) = φB ◦ UnB for any n ≥ 0. Set
ΩB =
∏
B∈B ΩB and MB =
∏
B∈BMB. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓˆ and 1 ≤ s ≤ i
let Bs,i ∈ B be such that bs,i ∈ Bs,i. Let the map pbi be defined by pbi(ωB) =
(UBs,i(ωBs,i))
i
s=1, where ωB = (ωB)B∈B ∈ ΩB. Set φℓˆ = φB1,ℓˆ × · · · × φBℓˆ,ℓˆ . The
singletons Bi,ℓˆ = {bi,ℓˆ}, i = 1, ..., k are classes of B since qri is linear for such
i’s. Thus, the processes Y (i) and Y (Bi,ℓˆ) have the same distribution. Therefore∏k
s=1M(Bs,ℓˆ) (the product MPS) together with the function ϕ = φB1,ℓˆ×· · ·×φBk,ℓˆ
generate a process Y˜ which has the same distribution as the process Y defined
above.
Suppose that Assumption 2.1 and (2.31) hold true. Combining the conditions
for positivity of D2L1 and Theorem 7.5 shows that D
2 = 0 if and only if there exists
a solution (g, {gi : i < ℓˆ, deg qri > 1}) for the equation
(7.18) F ◦φℓˆ ◦ pbℓˆ = (g− g ◦V ) ◦ pk ◦ pbℓˆ +
∑
k<i<ℓˆ
gi ◦ pbi − gi ◦ pi ◦ pbℓˆ , MB − a.s.
where a.s stands for almost surly. Here V = UB1,ℓˆ × · · · × UBk,ℓˆ , pi(z1, ..., zj) =
(z1, ..., zi) for any i ≤ j, g is a square integrable function and gi’s are functions
satisfying
∫
gi((ωBs,i)
i
s=1)dMBi,i(ωBi,i) = 0 for any ωB1,i , ..., ωBi−1,i . When q1 is
nonlinear then the term g−g ◦V does not appear, we set k = 0 and we only require
Assumption 2.1 to be satisfied. We can always assume that UB’s are invertible and
then to replace UB
s,ℓˆ
(ωB
s,ℓˆ
) with ωB
s,ℓˆ
. In this case the left hand side becomes
F ◦ φℓˆ and the first term on the right hand side becomes g − g ◦ V .
Let (Ω,M, U) be an MPS and φ be a vector valued function such that X(n) =
φ◦Un for any n ≥ 0. We can always take the natural MPS of Y (B). This means that
ΩB =
∏
bi,s∈B Ω
rs−rs−1 , MB = IDBM and UB =
∏
bi,s∈B
∏
1≤j≤rs−rs−1 U . Here
DB is the diagonal sets of ΩB and IDB is its indicator function. Then Y
(B)(n) =
φB◦UnB, where φB = φ◦
∏
bi,s∈B
∏
1≤j≤rs−rs−1 U
R(B)+jbi,s+dj,s and, in the notations
appearing above (7.2), jb = zsk(B),s1(B) if b = bsk(B),ik(B). In this case the equation
(7.18) includes functions and powers of U , which makes it explicit in terms of U
and φ.
8. Appendix: General weak limit theorems
For each N ∈ N let GN,n, n = 1, 2, ... be a filtration of σ-algebras and let {UN,n :
n ≥ 1} be a triangular array of random variables satisfying the following conditions:
B1: For any N , {UN,n : n ≥ 1} is adapted to some
(
ΩN ,GN,n, PN
)
, n =
1, 2, 3...;
B2: {UN,n} are uniformly square integrable;
B3: ‖E[UN,m|GN,n‖2 ≤ c(m − n) for all N , n ≤ m and some sequence c(k)
satisfying
∑∞
k=0 c(k) = C <∞;
B4: For some increasing function A(t),
lim
N→∞
‖ 1
N
∑
1≤n≤Nt
W 2N,n −A(t)‖1 = 0
where
(8.1) WN,n = UN,n +
∑
m≥n+1
E(UN,m|GN,n)−
∑
m≥n
E(UN,m|GN,n−1).
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Observe that for any fixed N the process {WN,n, n ≥ 1} is a martingale difference
sequence with respect to {GN,n, n ≥ 1}, provided that conditions B1-B3 hold true
and that condition B4 is a usual quadratic variation type condition. The following
theorem is a standard result cited in [9] as Theorem 5.1 (see, for instance, [7]).
8.1. Theorem. Suppose that conditions B1-B4 are satisfied. Then, for any T > 0
the processes
ζN (t) =
∑
1≤n≤Nt
UN,n
converge in distribution on the Skorokhod space D
(
[0, T ],R
)
to a Gaussian process
ζ(t) with independent increments such that ζ(t) − ζ(s) has mean 0 and variance
A(t)−A(s).
In Lemma 5.2 and Remark 5.3 from [9] it is explained that condition B4 can be
replaced by the weaker condition
lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
1≤n≤Nt
EW 2N,n = A(t)(8.2)
if condition B2 is satisfied and one can write UN,n =
Hn
(
Xr(q1(n)), Xr(q2(n)), ..., Xr(qj−1(n)), ω
)
, where Xr(n) = E(X(n)|Fn−r,n+r).
Here r is a constant independent of n and N and Hn(x1, ..., xj−1, ω) is
Fqj(n)−r,qj(n)+r−measurable such that ||H(x, ·)||2 ≤ K(1 + ||x||ι) for any
x = (x1, ..., xj−1). This remains true also in our polynomial setup since, after the
reduction to the case ℓˆ = ℓ, the differences qi(n) − qi−1(n) and qi(n + 1) − qi(n)
grow at least as fast as linear which makes Lemma 5.2 from [9] applicable.
The following proposition is proved in [9] (see Corollary 5.7 from there).
8.2. Proposition. Assume that we have a triangular array consisting of GN,n-
measurable random vectors UN,n = (U
(i)
N,n)
d
i=1 : Ω→ Rd and that any linear combi-
nation 〈λ, UN,n〉 satisfies conditions B1-B4. In particular,
lim
N→∞
∥∥ 1
N
∑
1≤n≤Nt
〈λ,WN,n〉2 − 〈λ,A(t)λ〉
∥∥
1
= 0
where WN,n = (W
(i)
N,n)
d
i=1 and W
(i)
N,n is defined by (8.1) with the process {U (i)N,n, n ≥
1}. Let {kN} satisfying limN→∞ kNN = t0. Then for any T > 0,
ζN,kN (t) =
1√
N
∑
kN+1≤n≤kN+Nt
UN,n
converges in distribution on the Skorokhod space D
(
[0, T ];Rd
)
to a Gaussian process
η(t) with independent increments taking values in Rd, having mean 0 and covari-
ances
E〈λ, η(t) − η(s)〉2 = 〈λ, (A(t)−A(s))λ〉.
Next,
8.3. Theorem. Let {UN,n, n ≥ 1}, {kN} and ζN,kN (t) be as in Proposition 8.2.
Let X be a complete metric space and for each N ≥ 1 let FN (ω) be a X valued
and GN,kN− measurable random variable. Suppose that the distribution γN of FN
under PN converges weakly as N → ∞ to γ on X . Then for any T > 0 the joint
distribution of the pair
(
FN , ζN,kN (·)
)
converges on X ×D([0, T ];Rd) to the product
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of γ and the distribution of a Gaussian process with independent increments having
mean 0 and a covariance matrix A(t + t0) − A(t0). We can drop the assumption
that kNN → t0 provided that
lim
N→∞
∥∥ 1
N
∑
kN+1≤n≤kN+Nt
〈λ,WN,n〉2 − 〈λ,A(t)λ〉
∥∥
1
= 0
for any t ≥ 0 and λ ∈ Rd.
This result was proved in Theorem 5.6 from [9] for one-dimensional processes
{UN,n, n ≥ 1} and the proof of the multidimensional version above proceeds in a
similar way, relying on Proposition 8.2 in place of Theorem 8.1
8.4. Remark. In Theorem 8.1, Proposition 8.2 and Theorem 8.3 it is possible to
replace N by any monotone increasing subsequence {Nj , j ≥ 1} ⊂ N, i.e. to assume
that all the conditions are valid along this subsequence considering only ζNj and
ζkNj ,Nj and taking all the limits as j →∞.
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